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INTRODUCTION

WE have heard much about a " New World in these days. How
is it going to be built ? It must be built out of the material of the

old, but it must be built by new hands and in new ways, and with
new minds and hearts.

Our new Education Act has made possible some movement by which a

part of the foundations may be laid, and the greater part of the preparing of

the materials is in the hands of the teachers. We must all share in the build-

ing—^young and old (if we are not too old to have a new inspiration), so that it

is desirable that our schools should have no age limit for their students. First

of all it is important that our teachers should learn to think in new ways, and
that there be put before each pupil some definite outlet for his work, so that

it may, if possible, have some bearing upon the good of the community, as

well as upon his own personal interests.

This little book aims at helping the teachers and the parents, and those

interested in Guilds and Clubs, to prepare themselves to help in the work
of re-building.

The world is so much occupied with getting the " day's work " into order,

and safeguarding the interests of the workers, that the day's leisure "

—

though in many cases much increased, and equally important—has been

overlooked, and is left in a disordered, unconsidered state, with the con-

sequence that it is too often misused, and young people, especially, are

spendthrift of vitahty and energy in overmuch frivolous entertainment.

Games and dancing and picture palaces are, in moderation, excellent,

but if all the leisure is given to them they prove in the end pernicious and

demoraliziiig, and faculties that are capable of being turned into intensely

interesting work are left undeveloped.

Our aim is to suggest employment for mind and hand, such as may with-

out strenuous labour or expense be carried on in school or home, and such

as may prove stimulating as leisure work, and to some extent pay its way as

regards cost. The suggested work does not in any instance demand great

Lx
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experience or technical skill—each craft may be taken in graded exercises

from the simplest beginnings—^but students are not in a single case asked to

make mere " specimens " which cannot be put to any use, and they

will therefore have their interest kept up, to some extent, by being able to

look forward to the work proving useful, as weU as showing a certain achieve-

ment in skill. It is desirable that even the teachers of very little children

should keep this point in view, and every craft in its beginning demands
that we begin as little children.

We have therefore planned out each section dealing with the different

crafts so that the worker may find stimulating entertainment without too

much time being given to mere practising of new exercises ; and may, in a

comparatively short time, develop a certain facility in it, while learning to

think for himself in his material, and to make his own personality evident

in his design. It is essential that the teachers should consider themselves

rather as " leaders and encouragers " of a class, than as " masters "
;
they

must not deprive the pupils of the smallest opportunity to gain experience,

by doing any part of the work for them. The best teachers are those who
admit that they also do not know very much, and who ask for help and advice

from pupils ; this rarely fails to bring out a sense of helpfulness, wilhng thought,

and response, even among small children.

It is important to emphasize at this point that the teacher must never

give to students a task beyond their capacity ; the progress of the work
from stage to stage must be graded so carefully that difficulties can be

overcome by pupils with very little help from teachers.

To make our craft classes really successful there are two things which

must be provided—a good outlet, and artistic quality. People who are not very

well off cannot afford to pursue a craft very long if they find it involves out-

lay alone ; and it is desirable, therefore, that the education authorities should

eventually provide that a market be found at reasonable prices for the craft

productions in our schools—without undercutting manufacturers or trade

production. Again, such craft work must be made, however simply, of as

high artistic a quality as possible. Over decoration and elaboration—which
are among the chief curses of British handicrafts at present—must be avoided

at every stage. Simplicity in all things makes for beauty and artistic per-

fection, and is at the same time really easier to accomplish for beginners.

The difficult thing is to learn to leave out superfluous ornament, and to be

content with decoration which is subordinate to use. And while we do
not wish for one moment to put the marketable value of the work first,

^r to urge it into commercial channels, yet if it is good work it ought to
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achieve a marketable value, otherwise it proves itself useless as a production.

We have been experimenting during the past year or two in finding an
outlet for simple artistic craft work at moderate prices, and perhaps the

most simple and satisfactory one is offered by the sale of such things in places

where tourists pass through our country. This interferes with no special

trade, unless with articles of foreign manufacture. It is reasonable to expect

that Americans coming to Britain would prefer to take away with them
British made products, however crude, rather than those made in Japan or

elsewhere, and the outlet for the school crafts, and home crafts too, could

be found very readily in this way, especially in country places, where the

leisure of winter evenings would reap a pleasant harvest in the summer-time.

Apart from this we have need of any quantity of craft productions just

now, and if half the nation turned to this work, no doubt we should still find

need for their output. But what all our country's ordinary manufacturers'

output lacks, save in a very few carefully nursed enterprises, is the artistic

quality, and the understanding that true beauty does not depend on superfluous

ornamentation (usually unsuitable) but that it means perfect form and fitness

for its purpose, combined, when possible, with pleasing colour and excellence

of material.

It will be useful at this point to give suggestions for the order in which

crafts should be taken, and at what age it may be suitable to begin each.

The easiest material for a child's hand to manipulate is clay, therefore we put

pottery first, and several of the earlier exercises have been entirely suggested

by and worked out by children between the ages of four and ten ; the decora-

tion applied to each was quite straightforward and successfully done. The
technical difficulties of both needlework and coiled basket-work are about

equal, and could be begun about the same time—that is, six or seven years of

age. We have not attempted to touch upon any kind of minute or intricate

embroidery—all that is suggested has been chosen because it is bravely and
simply conceived and quickly executed—for we are providing leisure work
that shall be at the same time pleasure work.

Children of six and seven are quite able to do simple needlework and rafia

baskets ; willow and cane baskets are more suitable for pupils from twelve

and upwards, for at this stage it would be desirable that they should gather

their own materials in the country, and prepare them for their own use.

The wood-work so accurately done at present in the manual classes in

schools, is lacking sadly in the important qualities of grace and beauty ; we
are therefore suggesting useful shapes and beautiful ornament for the work

done there.
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We would earnestly urge that the art classes in our elementary and

secondary schools should concern themselves very definitely with all the hand-

craft classes. They confine their work far too exclusively to the pictorial

side of art alone, and forget that pictures are only one side of art, and a very

highly specialized side, at that. But applied pattern, which is the mathematics

of art, is a far more necessary thing to understand, and one which we can

all practise to some extent. What is our writing but a design ? and a very

personal design ; and we all manage to achieve facility in writing. If we
look at every article in our homes or on our clothing, we will find that there

is hardly one thing on which some evidence of the desire to improve the useful

by added beauty of ornament is not evident. A good deal of so-called

" design " is done—on paper—in our schools, but it is rarely apphed to

material, and if it were, would be found unsuitable from lack of knowledge of

the quahties of the material.

The geometry lessons in our schools should help greatly in making pattern

to add to our craft work, but at present our art and mathematics classes are

poles asunder. Even in our Art Schools design is taught in a very inadequate

way ; too much mere copying on paper is done, and the growth of pattern

from simple tool-marks into the more accompHshed degrees of proficiency is

entirely ignored. A worker in handicrafts should learn to design from the

first time he lifts a tool, and to design in his own material, using paper as little

as possible—merely to make notes and measurements and prehminary plans.

The importance of studying old work is great, but greater still is the import-

ance of making the worker learn first to invent his own designs—to think out

for himself new developments and improvements—to belong to his own time

rather than to be the slavish follower of traditions of past days.

Never encourage the beginner in any craft to plan out elaborate and
intricate floral patterns ; let him rather confine himself to very careful spacing

out of his pattern on the material and learning how far one or two of the

simplest tools will take him. If the tools are brushes and paints, or stitches

with thread and needle, let each successive set of exercises be confined to

showing how far the one new type of brush stroke—or new stitch—can build

up the pattern without making difficulties or bad technique.

In most crafts the earlier designs can be confined to straight lines alone,

but this does not hold good in brush work, as the stroke of a brush in the

hand more easily moves in curves than in straight fines, so that this difficulty

must be considered in the lessons. We must, in fact, grade our lessons in

applied design on the limitations imposed by the tools we use. The
very slightest experience of a good system of education in designing with
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tools, gives the student such a discriminating interest in the craft that

he wiU immediately look at all kindred crafts, and their treatment, with

a greater understanding of their technical value, and this alone will, in

the end, make him demand from the manufacturer a better standard of work.

Therefore the more people who learn a craft (however little they learn), the

better in the end it is for the professional or the tradesman.

It would be of immense value to education in craftwork generally, if

good examples of work of a portable nature might be bought, or borrowed

for short periods, by the authorities, and passed from school to school,

not for the teachers only, but for the children to see and handle and enjoy.

We may instance a certain suburban village in the west of Scotland, where

the local artists, who number some thirty or more, have undertaken to lend

examples of their work to be hung the village school for a month at a time

—

when another set of works is substituted. A School of Art in the same neigh-

bourhood makes a practice of lending parcels of needlework to any school

which applies for them, with the particular object of its being examined by
the pupils, who quickly realize that the type of work sent out is quite within

the capacity of their own powers of execution.

Our museums should aim at getting good examples of modern work, as

well as that of bygone days alone
;
they could thereby help on our modern

manufacturers immensely, by exhibits of the very newest, in textiles and
other artistic productions, rather than by trying to find only the old things.

We of the twentieth century ought to have a type of design and art

native and proper to our own age, and it is this type we should nurse and
develop. Instead of this , we suffer from its loss and neglect, through the fact

that those who are reckoned authorities in things artistic have limited their

sympathies too much to things of olden times, till they are bhnded to the

beauty and romance of the present, though it is before them, different in

appearance and method from the old, but full of the possibiHties of beauty all

the same. The knowledge of beauty is so much a matter of wide under-

standing of the means of its production, that we ought not to condemn any
artistic effort, however extreme it seems, without first considering it from

every possible standpoint. Those who love romance may condemn the ugli-

ness of machinery and all its works, yet to the understanding of the engineer,

the machines themselves have degrees of beauty in their design ; and if we
condemn the power-loom as a machine, must we not equally remember that

the hand-loom is a machine also, and a much less perfect one. If the artist

craftsman will realize that no machine can, of itself, be artistic or inartistic, and
if he wiU look into it and understand its workings, and be dihgent to learn
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its ways, the machine work will have as high an artistic quality as the work

of mediaeval days.

Where the work of the Middle Ages surpassed our own was in the interest

and understanding and respect that it commanded, and in us as a nation this

has to a great extent been lost. Our education has practically been entirely

oblivious of the wonderful value of independent thought, and the personality

of those it undertakes to help. We have been reproved for departing from

tradition—for making any deviation from what has gone before. It has been

too Uttle realized that the most valuable help to progress in all things comes

from those few people of good courage and with enough of the adventurous

in them to dare to take a forward step ahead of their fellows. It is not that

this spirit of adventure is lacking in us. Every healthy child has it in some

degree ; but children are themselves too apt to tease it out of their com-

panions—largely because of the same conservative element in their elders.

They condemn a child for any thought that is new and strange. Again in

the school—a child is far too often reproved for independence and urged to

emulate and imitate those of his companions who abide by the letter of the

law, yet who may by no means have so much as himself of the gift of the

independent spirit. In these early stages a great deal of the fresh, courageous,

adventure spirit of a child may be nipped in the bud. The child who retains

it—especially in our larger schools—has only too often a hard time of it, and
probably only wins his place among those of greater achievement at the cost

of his popularity among his contemporaries in school. One of the finest

things we can teach our young people is this, that each one of us has the

possibility of some new discovery in him, that there is no reason why any one

of us should be afraid to try, and to test, and to act upon any new idea which

comes to us ; it may be quite as good as any other people may have, it may
be much better, and having this Liberty of independent thought gives us more
interest in and respect for the work we have in hand. Respect for our work
is a thing we should be careful to encourage, and it includes respect for and
appreciation of the work of those around us.

Perhaps in no place do we read more of the high esteem in which the

designer was held than in the accounts of the planning of the Tabernacle in

the Wilderness. Over and over it repeats how Bezaleel and his helpers

were " filled with the Spirit of God—^in wisdom, in understanding and in

knowledge of all manner of workmanship," and again how " God hath put in

his heart that he may teach " to others these crafts in various materials to

those worldng with him—" wise-hearted men and women whose hearts stirred

them up in wisdom to weave and spin." We too often overlook that this
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Spirit of God is working among us still, in every creative idea, in every new
invention, in every worker's handicraft. It drives our machinery—it is the

niotive of aU that is good in commerce and manufacture ; and of all that is

helpful and unselfish in teaching. It is only as teachers are inspired by this

Spirit that they can hope to help forward the rebuilding of that new world

to which we all look forward with desire ; and it is only by giving of the best

that is in us all that we can find the tools with which to build it
—

" not looking

each of you to his own things, but each of you also to the things of others."

ANN MACBETH
MAY SPENCE

August, 1920
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Section I

POTTERY

POTTERY making and decorating, as a craft for schools, is as yet only

in its experimental stage ; and yet no craft can be more usefully or

economically followed out. We have already in the materials

of the ordinary school art and craft classes most of the means and materials

wherewith to do this, if the present lessons in modelling and brush drawing

might be rather differently applied.

The copying in relief of actual natural or modelled objects has, for children,

very little attraction after the first few lessons. A far stronger appeal could

be made to them if their work were eventually put to actual use, and were

therefore made more permanent. A small modelled dish or pot, for instance,

which may be fired, glazed, and decorated—is a far more attractive object

for an exercise to a child, than making a careful model in relief of a key,

or a shoe, or a banana—which seem to be favourite objects in the modelling

classes in many of our schools, and which, however carefully and well done, are

ultimately broken up again. The modelling work of a class, if appHed to

ceramics, is infinitely more interesting for both teacher and student than it is

if confined to carefully modelled images alone. The actual expense of

making simple hand modelled ware, and even of using simple moulds, is so

little, after the initial expense of a furnace has been met, that the work should

strongly be recommended as a class subject for school children. If, after the

work of the class is completed, it is considered advisable to sell the work,

it finds a very ready market, and the outlay in materials can be very

profitably met, and a considerable balance left over on the credit side.

It is not proposed in this short article to do more than touch upon the

craft in the very briefest and most elementary way. The developments

possible to any who are likely to take up the matter seriously, and to experi-

2 1
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ment, are so far-reaching, that no one, not even expert potters themselves, can

see their Umitations, and the fascination of working with clays, and glazes,

and coloured enamels, and lustres is so infinite that if this craft could be

introduced into schools the result would probably be evident eventually in

an immense improvement in the pottery trade itself. As soon as even a very

young pupil begins to make or decorate a piece of ware, his interest and dis-

crimination are so stimulated that he cannot remain indifferent to the quahties

of factory made articles ; and this would eventually result in a demand for

more originative and individual work from the factories themselves, since

ordinary non-professionals would understand the value of, and be wilHng to

pay for, individuality in trade work.

To start, then, at the very bottom of the ladder, we can give to the tiny

child in the kindergarten a piece of clay to make into some simple object

to play with—or use. In Scotland it is the custom for children to use, at the

game of " Hopscotch," a flat disc called a " peaver " (a corruption of the

French " pavoir "). These peavers are a very good preliminary exercise

in clay modelUng and decorating, being merely flattened cakes of clay about

one-third of an inch thick and the size of a small biscuit.

A slight decoration can be scratched or incised in the raw clay—with

initials of the owner—and the peaver may be fired—^glazed and fired again
;

or, without modelhng, it

may be decorated after

the first firing with some
device in underglaze col-

our and then glazed, and
fired for the second time

(Figs. P 1 and P 2).

Beads, marbles and hat-

pin heads can also be

produced in simple yet

various forms, by very

young children, as in

diagrams P 3, 4, 5, 6.

After these simple objects have been made the flat disc of the " peaver

can be developed into a little dish with a vertical rim as in Figs. P 7 and 8.

The second of these little dishes has had little feet added, of flattened-out

clay balls, which give it a decidedly more decorative effect.

For vessels of the necessarily soUd and heavy proportions of hand-

modelled ware the average modelling clay answers admirably. It fixes very

Fig. P 3. Fig. P 4. Fig. P 5. Fig. P 6.
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Fig. P 7. Fig. P 8.

hard indeed, and is not even porous to water if left unglazed. But for school

pottery in general what is called " plug clay " is both cheap and in all ways
easy to work, and it takes glaze much better than the modelling clay. Red
clays too—such as are

used in brickmaking

—

can be used most effec-

tively in making pot-

tery. But the worker

can have such a fine

choice of clays put

before him at so little

cost that there is no need to specify particular ingredients. Those firms

in Stoke-on-Trent who supply potters' material can produce the clay all

ready cleaned and prepared and wanting only the addition of water to

mix with it, and they are at all times willing to advise beginners regarding

materials. The ideal thing, of course, for any schools taking up this craft

would be, where natural clay of any kind is to be found, to cleanse and use

the local variety, and speciahze in that. This might at times demand special

treatment and application, but it would give great interest to those who
initiate and develop the work.

There are many more natural clays which turn red or yellow than there are

of white, and the decoration of coloured clays must of necessity be more
Hmited as regards colour schemes. If there is clay to be found in any locality,

it is an easy matter to test a small piece of it, by cleaning and firing it.

To clean clay it must first of all be thoroughly dried and then reduced to

powder, after which it can be passed through a large sieve with J-inch mesh.

This removes stones and rubbish. The powder is then, by a handful at a time,

sprinkled into a bucket half full of clean water till a small mound rises out of

the water, after which the whole is left to soak an hour or two. Now the hands

are plunged into this bucket of " slip " to stir and mix it thoroughly, and at the

same time the worker can get some idea also whether the clay is stony or sandy

in consistency. After being thoroughly mixed, the shp is poured out of the

bucket through a finer sieve of about fourteen meshes to an inch, into a

barrel.

If the slip is very sandy it is washed by allowing it to stand in the bucket

a minute or two after stirring ; it is then poured into a second bucket, and it will

be found that a certain quantity of sand has settled in the bottom of the

first one ; this sand must be thrown away, and the process repeated tiU a

sufficient quantity of sand has been disposed of. Clay without sand is inclined
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to crack in the drying or in the kiln
;
clay with too much is too short and friable

in the working.

After standing in the barrel overnight, the slip will have some depth of

clear water on the top, which must be removed by siphoning with a lead or

rubber pipe. If the sHp is required for casting a vessel in a mould, it should

now be of the right consistency, but if it is for modelling by hand it must
be further thickened by pouring into a shallow vessel where it may come more
quickly to the right consistency by evaporation. Slip is greatly improved

by keeping it some time in the barrel before using.

A certain relation between the modelling of pots and the simple paper

Fig. P 10.

and cardboard exercises of the kindergarten can be illustrated by making
four-sided dishes, or those of hexagonal or octagonal shape. Figs. P 9, 10, 11

Fig. P 10a. Fig. P 11.

show vessels of this sort, which have been very neatly made by children of

six or eight.

When dishes and vessels are completely modelled they should be left

for a day or two till they are thoroughly dry, then they must be carefully

smoothed and tidied by rubbing with sandpaper before any glaze is apphed,
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otherwise small excrescences and scratches may obtrude themselves through

the glaze and spoil the finished effect.

Handles and " ears " and feet may be added to the pots in all manner of

ways, but for general purposes it is wise to insist that these should at aU

times be very simple in construction. Elaborate and contorted handles ver^

rarely prove serviceable and well balanced additions to any vessel they are

applied to. As a general rule, handles with angles in them are not so strong

as those which are made in a curved form.

A very simple but good shape for handles of pots can be made more or less

in the fashion of Fig. 12a, b, c. For this a short roll or bar of clay is flattened

G D -"^

Fig. P 12.

at the ends, and the bar then carefully bent to the required curved shape.

A more dehcate and less heavy form of handle can be made by flattening

out the bar of clay to a leaf shape as in Fig. 13a and b, pressing down its edges

till they are comparatively thin. The ends may then be bent either inwards

or outwards till the general curve of the handle is arrived at, and the thinned

edges of the sides should then be gently moulded outwards till the curved

handle assumes a semi-tubular shape in the middle of its curve (13c and 13d).

This kind of handle requires careful treatment, and the clay must not be too

dry, but if well made it forms the most graceful of handles, and at the same
time has the advantage of being light in construction. A pressure of thumb
and finger fixes these

on to the vessel, and
the ends may either

be modelled down
into the surface of

the pot itself, or they

may be turned out Fig. p 14.

again as in P 13c and 13d.

A further development of the flat dish with the vertical rim is shown in

Fig. P 14, with its little handles modelled at each pointed end by adding

Fig. P 13.
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Fia. P 13.
Fig. P 19.

Fig P 16.
Fig. P 20.

a rounded piece of clay and pinching it together between thumb and
finger.

Handles and knobs can add immensely to the appearance and also to

the utiHty of a pot. We have all experienced the jampot lids with knobs too

small to grip. The worker in pottery can find a most delightful range of forms
possible for the handles, but it must be borne in mind that first and foremost
they must be comfortable to the hand, and with this object in view the potter's

hand itself can produce the best shapes.

Fig. P 15 shows a knob
with a ball head above a

narrow neck, round which

five rather smaller balls

of clay have been set. It

is important that such

additions as these balls be

securely fixed on to the

foundation. P 16 is

shaped first as a round-

headed knob ; the head is

then pinched with four

indentations of the fingers

into a pointed shape.

P 17 is formed by
cutting across the top of

a slightly pointed knob
with two strokes of a knife

at right angles to each

other. The four quarters

are then curved outwards,

and into the hollow formed

between the cuts a flat-

tened ball of clay is set.

P 1 8 is made of a tongue-shaped piece of clay pressed into a shght hoUow
between thumb and finger, with flattened balls set round the base to weld it

more firmly to the lid.

P 19. An ear-shaped handle for the side of a basin.

This is shaped as a wide tongue and carefully bent outwards from the

vessel in a slight curve. It is important that such handles have a considerable

portion left to grip the sides of the vessel.

Fig. P 17.

Fig. P 18

Fig. P 21.

Fig. P 22,
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P 20. A variant of P 18, with a winged base to grip the vessel.

P 21. A coiled handle. This must be made in fairly plastic clay. The
roU forming the spiral must be thick at the base and can be divided with a
cut of a knife and each division bent out and pressed on to the vessel.

P 22 shows the application of the leaf-shaped handle.

To shape out round and deeper vessels than the previous examples it is

well to throw the lump of clay on to a thick piece of cardboard, cut to about the

size of a saucer. This enables the worker to keep the clay spinning round
in the hands without sticking to the table. The forms of hand-moulded pots

are to some extent Umited as to size and curvature, as the working of the

hand itself demands this. In any museum one may see collections of such

vessels which were made in prehistoric days by workers of all nations, and
it is interesting to note the resemblance between the ancient ones and those

which the modern hand creates to-day. The shaping of such simple vessels

in clay seems to be almost an instinctive inheritance with every child,

and we have specimens produced by children of defective intelUgence

whose work was quite admirably done, and who yet showed no faculty for any
other forms of work or of mental effort at aU.

Fig. P 23 is perhaps the simplest of the hand-turned forms, and is made
by keeping the thumbs inside the sphere and curving the hand round it on the

outside. The decoration can be impressed with the blunted point of a pencil

in shallow incisions ; the roughened ridges of the ornament must afterwards

be smoothed away.

P 24 is a somewhat similar shape, with the addition of a thin roll of clay

added to make the edge shghtly thicker. The pattern here has had the

hexagonal end of a pencil impressed as a die, and the lines are drawn on with

the point of the pencil.

P 25 shows a graceful shape which comes within the range of hand-

FiG. P 23.
Fig. P 24.
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turning ; the narrow base is formed by pressing in with the side of the first

finger. The decoration is of slightly curved zigzag lines forming graceful

Vandykes. It is important that the beginner should note that the best place

for ornament is about the neck and shoulders of such vessels.

P 26 shows a more vertical form, less easy to arrive at by the hand alone.

Here the decoration takes the form of curved scale pattern.

P 27 shows a pot with vertical sides and a rolled rim.

Fig. P 25. Fig. P 2G.

P 28 shows a combined flat dish with a cup set in it. To avoid trouble

with firing, on account of two layers of clay being set together, it is better to cut

away the bottom of the cup and fix down the sides firmly to the plate; This

makes a very useful egg-cup and plate.

Fig. P 27. Fig. P 28.

P 29 is another development of the cup and plate form. The rim round

the candle-socket should be cut in one piece with the handle, and firmly fixed

both to the rim of the socket and the rim of the dish.

P 30 shows a lidded pot. The lid is merely made like the flat dish with

the vertical rim, but the flat surface is here domed up slightly and crowned
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with the handle formed of two long leaf forms ; the knob is a shallow cup of

P 31 shows a shallow dish made by coiling a long roll of clay vertically

round the edge of a flat disc. The coil may be smoothed on the inside in order

to hold water.

Fig. P 32.

P 32 shows a taller

vessel made in the same
fashion. The smoothing

of the coils must be done

as the coil goes on, and
must not be left till the

shape of the vessel is

completed (P 33). A good effect can be arrived at by using clays of

various colours in these coiled vessels, and the shape can be very easily

Fig. P 33.
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made of considerable size, if a basket or a basin is used as a foundation in which

to lay the coils. This is one of the oldest forms of pottery making.

P 34, 34a, and 35 are different renderings of the spiral ornamentation

Fia. P 35.

adapted both to square and hexagonal forms, and are particularly suitable for

incised decoration for pots.

The building of tall vessels by means of coiling can be carried to a con-

siderable size, and if really well done they show most artistic results. The clay

used for coiling must be rather soft, as it dries quickly from being much
handled. The easiest form to begin with is a tall cylinder. The clay must be

rolled out into cords rather thicker than the proposed sides of the vessel.

They must be as even in thickness as possible and should be rolled quickly

lest they harden too soon. Mark a circle on the base on which you propose to

work. It is most easy and convenient if done on a potter's lining or banding

wheel, but a firm base of cardboard will answer. Within this base coil the

clay round in an even spiral, from the centre outwards, and when the disc

is complete the rolls must be moulded together with the fingers till they look

perfectly flat and even ; then turn the disc upside down and repeat this

moulding. It is convenient to have a circular piece of cardboard cut to the

required size to keep as a gauge for building the walls of the vessel. This must

be laid on the disc and the edges trimmed away to the required size. The
vertical sides of the vessel may be coiled in a spiral with a continuous coil of

clay, but this always results in an unavoidable lop-sidedness while the work
is in progress. It is better to cut each roll to the exact size of the circumference

of the gauge as near as possible, and join the ends neatly by welding together,

taking care that no two joins come near one another.

After several rolls have been laid on one another for the vertical sides,

they must be worked and welded together on the inside like the bottom, before
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others are added ; and it is better also to do this outside, although in parts the

coils may be left visible if necessary, for the sake of ornament.

After several coils have been worked together, allow them to stand some

hours to firm up before adding more, or your lower rolls will be too soft to bear

the weight of more additions, and the vessel will lose its shape. Keep correct-

ing the circle by means of the cardboard gauge. When the height required

for the cyhnder is obtained leave it till it is quite stiff, and then correct any

irregularities by fiUing in with clay or trimming off with a modelling

tool.

Curved walls should be gauged by a profile cut out of cardboard which must

be frequently applied while the welding is going on.

The most fascinating method of shaping pottery is undoubtedly to throw

it on a wheel, and no more delightful thing in constructive craft can be

imagined than such work by a skilled potter. But as this form of pottery-

making demands both physical strength and great patience in practice, and at

the same time more machinery than comes within the range of a school craft,

it has been considered best not to enter into the description of it
;
though

every maker of pots, if he be interested enough, and have time enough to take it

seriously, should be advised to master the working of a wheel. If mechanical

power can be suppUed his work is comparatively easy, but he will learn more

by watching a good potter at the work than by all the descriptions ever written,

since the worker has such a multitude of subconscious and instinctive tricks

of hand and fingers in his manipulation of the clay, that only constant watch-

ing, and working in it also, can really give any idea of it. All professional

pots should, if possible, be finished by turning and smoothing in a lathe, but

for the scope of a school craft careful trimming with sandpaper is sufficient.

Lids of various shapes require careful

planning by the worker of hand-made pots,

and may often be a great ornament to the

vessel. They must be made to fit accurately,

and at the same time allow for shrinkage in

the drying.

P 36 shows a flat Hd—inverted, with an

upstanding vertical rim fixed on, by means of adding a strip of clay cut to

fit inside the diameter of the pot.

P 37 shows a lid made to fit fike a cap outside the rim of the vessel.

This is only suitable for shapes which have shoulders.

P 38 shows a lid with its rim so curving inwards that it may fit the necks

of vessels of varying dimensions.
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P 39 shows a lid which fits over the upstanding rim of the vessel, so that

the sides of the lid are flush with the sides of the jar. This is much the most
difficult to fit on a hand-made pot.

Casting Pots—To make the Mould. ^—To make a cast for any par-

ticular vessel of which several repeats are to be made, the student will first of

all require to make the shape of the vessel in sohd clay. We will take only

such a shape as may be cast in a " one-piece " mould, as this is quite sufficient

to do in an ordinary school course. The best way to get a correct and accurate

shape for the mould is to cut the profile shape of the vessel in a piece of fiat

wood and use this as a template. This template is cut with a fret-saw, and
must have an inch or two of depth left beneath the portion which forms the

base of the pot. To each corner of this spare depth fix a piece of thin metal

projecting beyond the wood, and in each projecting piece a hole must be

pierced exactly over the centre of the bowl to be shaped. Now on a thick

board an upright of wood of the depth of the bowl must be firmly fastened.

It should be about 1 square inch in section, and into the top end of this a long

headless nail should be driven. On to this nail the holes pierced in the little

metal attachments of the template should fit. On to the vertical side of the

template a sHp of wood should be nailed to act as a handle while turning

the shape in the clay.

P 40. You now have half the profile of the bowl or vessel, upside down
on the board (Fig. P 40).

Round about the central upright block of wood now pack a mass of

fairly soft clay till it is more or less of the shape and dimensions of the profile

of your moulded bowl, and when the mass is more or less right in size set

Fig. P 37. Fig. P 38. Fig. P 39.
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both hands on the crossbar of the template and with a firm downward pres-

sure turn it slowly and steadily round on its centre, helping the movement
by clearing away the accumluations of clay caused by the movement round
the centre. After passing

the template once round the

mass of clay, pack up any
hollows with clay and turn

it again till the shape is even

and smooth.

P 41. After this the

template may be hfted off

and the shape left to be-

come firmer, and then it

may again be smoothed Fig. p 40.

with sandpaper.

When the form is quite firm and smooth, cover it, and the board on which

it stands, for one inch or more around it with a thick solution of soft soap and

water, so that the mould may not stick to either clay or table : then, when

the form is quite firm and smooth, surround it by a wall of very heavy card-

board or stiff canvas—tightly and firmly bound with string—about 1 inch

wider than the widest portion of the circumference, and standing at least

1 inch higher than the high-

est part of the block as it

stands on the board. Set

this wall round with its ends

overlapping, and where it

touches the board wedge it

firmly down with a roll of

clay outside, to prevent

leakage. This serves to

confine the plaster of

which the mould is to be

made.

Now in a clean tin or basin prepare some plaster of Paris. About

2J lb. of dry powder plaster is allowed to a quart of water. Let the

powder trickle in small quantities through the fingers into the water, and after

it has soaked up all the water it will absorb, stir the mixture into a smooth

cream, taking care to smooth out all lumps and stir away air-bubbles.

Keep on stirring till the mixture begins to thicken ; this happens when
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the plaster coating on the hands cannot be shaken off. The hquid is now
poured into the mould till it is almost level with the top of the wall of card-

board, and immediately wash out your mixing basin while the plaster is still

soft.

If the plaster has been poured at the right moment the surface should be
smooth and rather dull, hke sugar-icing.

If less plaster is used to the quart of water it results in a very soft mould
;

if more is used, it is harder.

It is not wise to pour water from the plaster down a pipe lest it choke
the outlet by setting ; it is better to have some large tub or small bath at

hand for this purpose.

After standing for about ten minutes in the mould, the plaster will grow
warm ; this shows the completion of the setting, and after this the cardboard

Fig. P 42. Fig. P 43.

can be stripped away and the plaster mould carefully lifted off the clay

form or core.

P 43. You now have the shape of your vessel complete. Plaster moulds
in one piece can only be made for basin-shaped vessels, or such shallow and
simple forms as this. An outward curve from the base is all that can be

achieved—or an upright cyUndrical form very slightly narrowing in at the

base to permit of the vessel being freed easily from the mould. If a more
elaborate form is desired, the mould must be made in two pieces.

Into these moulds, when dry, the clay for your vessel may be poured in

the form of " shp," of the thickness of good cream.

In general a pint of sUp, to be of good consistency, should weigh about

26 ounces ; for small articles it may be rather thinner.

It will be found that the dry plaster at once absorbs the moisture from the

slip against it, and when the worker judges that the clay slip next the plaster is

set sufficiently thick against the mould for his requirements, the superfluous
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slip in the middle is quickly poured off again, and the mould with its thick

inner coating of slip is set aside to dry very slowly. As it dries the clay

impression gradually contracts till it is dry enough and firm enough to part

from the plaster mould. It may then be taken out of the mould, and set aside

in a dry place to harden completely. Care must be taken that vessels are not

near any great heat or in a draught, or they will dry more quickly on one

side than another, and warp in the drying.

Vessels may be moulded by laying large sheets of clay into the moulds

instead of using sHp. These sheets may be rolled out to the desired thickness

with a rolling pin, and worked carefully by hand pressure into the moulds.

When a two-piece mould is used the joints must be especially carefully welded

together by hand, or the vessel may have air spaces and cracks at the joint

when completed.

Complicated shapes are not recommended for hand-moulded vessels,

nor indeed for any form of school work. It must be accepted that without

machinery vessels must of necessity be somewhat heavy and thick, but this

need not mean that an immense number of useful articles for household needs

cannot be made. Basins and vases for plants and flowers are all the better if

they are not too light in structure
;
they are less liable to upset. Flower-pots,

candle-sticks, lidded jars of all sorts can be made, but for such vessels as

tea-cups, plates and saucers for table use, the hand cannot achieve the lightness

and precision required.

Firing.
—

^The vessel now being complete and thoroughly dry and smoothly

turned, is ready for its first firing. For this it must be taken for granted

that in a school there will be only a comparatively small muffle furnace avail-

able. Such a furnace may be very simply constructed with a muffle of fire-

clay, and surrounding walls of large slabs of fire-brick about IJ to 2 inches

away from the muffle. They may be fired at very fittle expense with a small

quantity of coal and coke, or cinders from the household fires. In country

places where a large quantity of wood blocks are to be had the firing is a quick

and easy matter. On the other hand, to fire a muffle with coal, coke or

wood requires pretty constant attention while the firing is in process ; and

it will be found infinitely more convenient and cleaner to use gas when procur-

able.

For school purposes a muffle, approximately 12 inches high by 15 inches

deep and 10 inches wide, gives good results, and takes about three to four

hours to come to the required heat for firing average clays, which require about
1050® to 1150° Centigrade. From the firms who supply potters' materials

smaU cones can be had, with which to gauge the temperature, but after a
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little experience of firing the worker can generally gauge the heat by the

appearance of the inside of the muffle.

For convenience of beginners we show a diagram of a small coal or coke

furnace (F 44). The proportions of space round the muffle vary in kilns of

different sizes. For gas there is no need to have so much space round the

muffle, as there is no risk of it choking with soot. In America, there are a

large number of very admirable muffles made to burn with paraffin gas, but

they have not yet been produced in this country.

To pack the kiln with unfired clay the

ware needs only to be stacked carefully, one

article on another, without any supports be-

tween, since there are no glazes on it to cause

different pieces to adhere to each other.

The muffle must on no account be opened
till it is almost cold again—after a firing—or

many cracks will result. Any pieces which

were imperfectly dried will burst up in the

heating process, and often accidents occur

because of foreign matter—stones or m.etal

—having by accident been left in the clay.

The pot is now ready for either decorating

with underglaze colour, or for glazing without

ornament. It is impossible to give in any de-

tail the different glazes which might be dealt with, and for use in schools it is

well to keep to those which contain no lead. A very much more artistic

effect can be given to the clear majolica glazes by adding to them a certain

proportion of a dull glaze base. Messrs. Wengers, Etruria, Stoke-on-Trent,

and Messrs. Keeling and Walker, Stoke-on-Trent, supply the leadless glazes

in both transparent and semi-opaque varieties, and the dull glaze base added

to these gives the glaze a matt or eggshell surface.

The best and most rapid method of glazing is to mix the glaze to the

consistency of clay slip, in a vessel sufficiently large to allow the various pots

to be dipped into it by hand, so that they are completely submerged, and

come out coated evenly both inside and out with the glaze. This, of course,

involves the use of a fair quantity of glaze of one colour, and it might not

suit the requirements of a class to do this. MajoHca glaze becomes very fluid

in the firing and flows downwards over the ware, but the addition of the duU
glaze base will obviate this ; about 20 per cent, of the latter is sufficient to

duU the ware considerably. The glaze may also be blown on to the ware with
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a sprayer for the purpose, but this involves the use of a ventilating fan to draw
away the vapour containing the superfluous glaze, which is not always
possible for a school outfit. The glaze may also be applied with a large
brush, so that one or more colours may be used and the different colours will

flow together in the firing. A good effect is got by laying on spots, or drops, of
opaque colour, or dull glaze, here and there over the surface of majohca. Try,
if possible, to keep the glaze thicker round the neck, rim, and shoulders of a
vessel to prevent it flomng too thickly to the bottom, and so causing drops
to form which would involve grinding off after firing. The leadless majolica
glazes require from 950° to 1100° Centigrade, depending on whether they are
soft or hard. For school use it is recommended that soft glazes be used in
preference to hard ones, as they need less heat in the firing.

When firing glazes it is best to experiment and find those which suit

the particular clay of which the vessel is made. Many glazes will show signs
of " spitting," " crazing " or " peehng " on some
clays, and will act quite harmoniously with others.

When packing the muffle for firing glazes, cover

the bottom with a layer of sand, to prevent drops

of glaze from falhng and adhering to the muffle.

The various vessels being fired should be placed

on clay bats " (P 45), (flat tablets of thick fire-

clay), placed on fire-clay legs to form shelves, which

prevent the glaze dropping from one pot on to

another beneath. The different pieces of ware
must not touch one another, and must also, if

necessary, be kept apart and from touching the

clay bats on which they stand, by small, sharp-pointed potter's stilts. If the

glaze is found to be insufficiently fired, or if it has run too freely in the kiln,

or if exposed patches through faulty painting have been left, it can be

touched up and refired.

Pattern-making in glaze is not possible unless the ware has previously

been modelled or decorated. The whole charm and interest of glaze

decoration is what one might caU " directed accident."

Painted Ware.—^Underglaze colours must be painted directly on the
" biscuit " or unglazed ware.

The colours are in powder form, and are painted on with a mixture of

water and a little gum-arabic, otherwise when dry they are very powdery,

and come off when handled. This is one great drawback of underglaze paint-

ing for school purposes. The surface of the ware is often as absorbent as
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blotting paper, and hence is difficult to treat by inexperienced hands. Also

some of the colours change a great deal in the firing, so that the effect of the

finished and glazed design is not easy to foresee.

The porous quahty of the surface may be overcome by painting over it

a solution of Canada balsam and turpentine, or by mixing the colour with

fat oil and turpentine instead of water, but in this case the medium must be

fired out before the glaze is applied, and it is well to obviate more firings

than are necessary. It is sometimes possible to paint the vessel when full

of water, especially if a blurred effect is desired.

Large flat washes in underglaze should be avoided, unless they are blown

on with a sprayer. This form of painting is not suited for colouring the back-

grounds. This medium is best for bold, effective, rather heavy types of

pattern, such as one sees on much of the old-fashioned kitchen ware—either

British or foreign. Manufacturers of ordinary household ware usually print

on the main design from an engraved, copperplate transfer in monochrome

—

usually blue—on the biscuit, and if more colour is required, it is added after

the glazing is done.

Underglaze can give far the richest and most permanent colour on pottery,

but the element of uncertainty and irregularity in the amount of colour laid

on by hand with the brush, makes for a greater number of failures than if

overglaze enamel colours are used ; and for school purposes the latter, though

less durable, are more successful, and do not so easily discourage the workei

by the too frequent marring of his pattern.

In underglaze the blues and the greys are the colours which give most

trouble, because they expand beneath the glaze and cause the pattern to flow

or blur ; if badly ground they produce bubbles in the glaze.

The colours should be mixed on a sheet of plate-glass or a glazed tile,

and carefully ground with a palette knife, till all the powder is perfectly free

from grains. It should then be appHed with a soft camel-hair brush, called

a tracer." Do not use small brushes—a large one will carry more paint

and give quite as fine a line as a small one. Underglaze colours may be

painted direct on the raw clay, if a little glycerine or treacle be added to the

water when mixing, to make it flow easily from the brush.

Enamel Painting.—^By far the easiest type of colour decoration for

pottery classes in school is that known as " enamel " or " overglaze " paint-

ing. The first of its merits is that it can be entirely wiped out if a mistake

occurs or the work is unsatisfactory, and when dry, it is perfectly safe to

handle and carry it before firing. This method of painting gives good practice

to the designer as a preparation for printed textiles, for it gives him freedom
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and confidence in drawing directly with a brush, without preliminary sketching

in with pencil.

The overglaze colours are mixed with a palette knife with turpentine

and fat oil (which is the oily portion of the turpentine with the spirit evapor-

ated). After mixing, they may be put into little saucers which set into one

another, and form a cabinet. Turpentine is used to keep them fluent while

painting is in progress. The proportion of fat oil as a medium varies somewhat
according to the colour used

;
roughly speaking, with ordinary overglaze

enamels the blacks, blues, greens and reds need less fat oil than pinks and
yellows. The more fat oil used, the paler is the colour. If it be put on thick

with over much oil, the colour in firing will craze, or flow, or jump out of its

place. If too Uttle oil is used, the colours will be streaky and granular looking

when applied to the ware. The effect of the painting when dry should be of

a dull matt surface.

The best brushes are those called camel-hair Tracers. Nos. 4 and 5 are

good sizes. It is important that students be discouraged from making very

minute and intricate patterns. Many people imagine that minuteness argues

skill in execution ; this is quite a misapprehension, and the best workers

are those who work with a courageous, simple, broad treatment of pattern.

In all painting of pottery it is very important to remember that on house-

hold articles it is not pictures but pattern that is the best ornament, and the

pattern itself must be considered as a secondary matter to the form of the

vessel decorated.

A good designer of pattern always considers first the shape and
construction of the thing he decorates, and for articles for use on the table

it is often those which have the most reticent and simple pattern which are

the most pleasing.

The series of suggestions we give as to design will apply to colour decora-

tion in any medium on the ware, and are given as progressive exercises so that

a class may be easily controlled by the teacher, and yet have hberty to follow

their own inclinations to some extent. The building up of a composition of

pattern is a much simpler matter than most people imagine, and if the

beginner will only be content to Umit himself to the simple marks and strokes

the brush most readily produces, and to use these in various ways, without

straining for elaboration, it will help him to reahze the consistency of his

paint far more quickly, and at the same time gain command over his hand
and brush, while keeping the type of pattern on good lines of simplicity and

restraint in ornament.

The first designs should be confined entirely to using the dot, or spot, as
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a motive. If the paint is rightly used it should flow easily, but not too freely,

off the brush, and should form an approximately round dot with clean cut

edges without effort. If the dots are raggy at the edges the paint is too dry

and more turpentine is necessary. Excellent practice can be had by making
long lines of such dots in quick succession. Larger and smaller dots should

be practised.

Fig. P 46 Fig. P 47

P 46. At first one colour only should be used. Next, larger dots of

paler colours may be made and surrounded by smaller ones to practically

form an outUne as in P 47 and P 48.
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Fig. P 49.
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Fig. P 51
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Fig. P 53.

Fig. P 50.

Fig. P 52.

Fig. P 54.

The next exercise is to draw up the brush to its point, making a longer

rather "pear-shaped" stroke as in P 49. This stroke is again lengthened

out in P 50, 51, and 52. It is important to note that the heavy end of the

stroke should be made first.

P 53 and 54 show this brush stroke developing into definite floral or plant

forms. Its capacity for making branch and wreath designs is almost
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unlimited, and it is one of the most delightful and profitable exercises. Next
in order come exercises in scale and scallop patterns, 55 and 59. These may
be varied to an unlimited extent

;
large broad scallops of pale colour may

be surrounded by smaller ones of contrasting tone, or may contain yet others

within their boundaries. Figures P 56, 57, 58 show leaf and flower forms

built up of combined leaf strokes round dots of scallops.

Fig. P 56.

P 60 shows simple developments of the leaf-shaped stroke combined

with short straight lines and spirals. It is an almost impossible thing for

the hand to paint complete bands, and unbroken borders of colour, round

plates and upright vessels. These are very beautifully and easily done on

Fig. P 59. Fig. P 60.

a " lining or banding wheel," but when lines are being made the worker must
contrive to make only a stroke as long as the easy movement of the brush
in the hand will take. When the movement comes to a halt, it is better, and
more decorative also, to make a dot, or more than one, and then go on with
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the line again ; thus there is no danger of cramping the hand and losing the

firm, determined, clean stroke that is so desirable. It must be borne in mind
that the natural movement of a brush in the hand is like that of the pen ; it

more easily moves in curved strokes and lines than in straight ones, and any
departure from this tends to make a laborious and stilted type of pattern.

Do not attempt square chequer marks unless you have a square ended brush
;

insist, rather, on the swinging curves that give play to the hand and its tool,

and technically speaking, you wiU have better design.

Fig. P 61. Fig. P 62.

P 61 and 62 show simple leaf stems combined with the most elementary
form of a flower.

An easy way of gauging the depth of a border round the neck or rim of

a vessel is to hold it as in Fig. 63, using a pencil and holding the top of the

thumb against the

pencil and the rim so

that the point of the

pencil touches the

ware at the right

place. Then turn

the vessel round
Fig. P 63. against the pencil

till the line is complete round its circumference. To hold a pot which is

being painted, insert the left hand in its neck, if possible, so that the moist
paint is not touched by the hand.
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The lining wheel is an admirable help to the worker in pottery design.

By means of it large even washes of colour can be put on the surface, or broader

or narrower bands and lines of colour can be made, on which to build up
pattern in a remarkably direct and speedy way. Never use a pencil to work
out the details of your pattern : it is only needful to mark the spacing, which
should be very carefully done. If the vessel is glazed it should be quickly

rubbed over with a little turpen-

tine on an oily rag, or the pencil

will not mark on the glaze.

To cover the glazed surface,

or a portion of it, with an even

flat coating of colour the follow-

ing method is easy and effective.

Mix your colour with a consider-

ably larger quantity of fat oil

than for painting pattern. Brush

this quickly over the surface of

the glaze with a broad flat brush,

and then quickly stipple over the

surface with a piece of very fine-

fibred flat sponge, which must
have been previously wrung out

as dry as possible, so that it is soft and not moist enough to beat its moisture

through the paint on to the glaze. The stippling must be done as speedily

and evenly as possible, and it is better not to do it in a warm room. If the

whole of the vessel is to be stippled over and pattern added over the

colour, it is safest to fire it before further decorating, as no mistakes in

painting can be remedied over an unfired stippled surface.

When arranging patterns, remember that it is always advisable to empha-

size the, structural modelHng and boundaries of the different shapes. On
vertical high shapes the rims, shoulders, spouts and handles should as a rule

be first attended to ; if the remaining surface seems too bare it can probably

be remedied by some small repeated spot, or diaper, at regular intervals.

Avoid pictorial devices. There is an absurd tendency for the modern beginner

to run after Dutch figures and such Uke rather comical subjects. They rarely

have a dignified or really good effect, unless done by very experienced

artists who understand how to combine the two elements of the decorative

and the pictorial.

In pottery painting, as with the other crafts, the student should ever be
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reaching out after something better and more worthy : when work gets into

a groove and stereotyped, it becomes uninteresting to the worker and there-

fore loses in beaut}^ and worth. We would say, seldom repeat any design

exactly, unless you are sure you have hit something quite excellent, but vary

and endeavour to improve your work and be always ready and eager to embark
on something fresh : the possibiUty of endless variety is one of the great

charms of pottery painting.

We see all around us humanity—ever seeking some fresh amusement or

entertainment. In this craft the worker can find endless satisfaction for this

craving for change.

Let the worker beware of over-elaboration, as simple things are always

the most pleasing.

Lettering makes a most beautiful and fitting decoration for pottery,

and may be applied as a commemorative design, or to give a personal touch to

it—a reference to the owner, a motto or sentiment. Whether the lettering

be modelled or incised in the clay itself, or painted on after the vessel is com-

plete, the decorator must adopt such type as is most suited to his tool. The
form of lettering or type which suits the modelHng tool is not suited for brush-

work, nor should a brush be forced to reproduce such letters as are only fitted

for pen work, or for printer's type.

Pen letters are nearly akin to those of the brush, however, and with a
little adjustment wiU serve as good
guides, but the pen is less flexible

than the brush and therefore gives

a more severe angular letter as a
rule. Flowing ItaUcs suit the brush

excellently ; the down-strokes

should be broad and confident, and
the upstrokes clean and fine. Fig.

65 gives a suggestion of lettering

suitable for this sort of medium. It is wise to avoid unnecessary
flourishes and tails to such letters ; let them be regular and evenly spaced

;

avoid all sorts of erratic arrangements, with letters of different heights, or
arranged in sloping fines instead of horizontal ones. Many beginners have an
idea that words placed diagonally, or letters where colours vary in one word, are

more artistic
; this is an absolute mistake. Capitals may be larger, and may

be of different colours from the small letters, but as a general rule uniformity
in arrangement and colouring of letters is far better than variety.

Many charming ideas may be worked out with the inclusion of lettering in

AaBbcDdef
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a design—a play upon the owner's name—^rhymes and couplets may be com-

posed, and combined with flowers and plants with symbolic meanings. Letter-

ing may be enclosed in decorative borders and cartouches—on ribbons or

labels. Often the old craftsmen made a most deUghtful use of lettering ; and
this alone, when suitably applied, may make the sole decoration. Well

chosen mottoes and quotations add much to the interest of this work, and the

thought may be carried out in additional decoration, giving great scope for

imagination and invention and the development of spiritual qualities in the

worker. (See Plate II, Nos. 3 and 4.)

Do not use letters to define what is obvious ; a butter dish need not be

labelled "butter," but it may be adorned with buttercups, or butterflies.

The designer should realize that to put sentiment into his work will immensely

add to its intrinsic charm and value.

Dates of events and anniversaries may be introduced to decorate gifts

for christenings or weddings.

This form of painting on pottery, though it has its faiUngs from the

consideration of greater permanency, is perhaps of all forms of design work the

most fascinating and the easiest to carry out. One may keep all the needful

materials on a small tray, and sit by the fire of an evening, and evolve the most

delightful and spontaneous inventions and gay devices, giving endless play

to the personaHty of the worker. If the worker will take the trouble to master

the treatment of his colours in his early effort by simplicity of pattern, he

will find that he can turn it out in a surprisingly rapid fashion. Let us

remember that in this, as in all craft work, in some measure, we are writing

down what manner of men and women we are. Let this be a record of noble

work—noble because we have given of our best.

The firing of enamel or overglaze colours is a simple process. They require

less heat than either underglaze colours or glazes ; from 620° to 950° Centigrade

covers the range required from soft to hard colours. For ordinary earthen-

ware it is advisable to use the softer colours, for this simpUfies firing ;

and the worker should aim at getting colours which all require much the

same temperature. For hard porcelain, " hard " colours must be used

;

soft ones will scale off the ware.

The muffle must be packed with due consideration for the colours ;
some,

such as " corals," which are fugitive, must be put into the cooler parts ;

others, such as pinks and yellows, need greater heat. Arrange the vessels

on stilts, so that they do not touch each other nor the sides of the muffle.

Plates and saucers are more successfully fired in a contrivance of iron piUars

set on a base of iron, on to which are sUpped *' pillar rings," which have a
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projecting spur of fire-clay ; into these the flat plates, etc., may be slipped

one above another, so that the spurs and not the plates themselves support

the weight, which is apt to cause accidents if too many plates are packed one

on top of another with stilts between. Cones to gauge the temperature can be

had of the potters' supply firms, but after a few trials most people can tell by
the colour of the muffle when the heat is sufficient.

For ordinary school or home purposes the following colours are sufficient

to give a good range :

—

Mazarine Blue .

Celeste Blue
Capuchine Red .

Primrose Yellow

Crest Green
Leaf Grey
Deep Soft Black

Orange
Soft Pink

159 E.

6021 P.S.

90 E.

8G0E.
2614 E.

1755 E.

1549 E.

6045 P.S.

987 C.

These are quoted from Messrs. Wengers' hst, but their colours in enamel

paints are legion ; and they supply small collections of sample colours if

desired, so that the workers may experiment.
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Plate V

1. String Basket in West African or V stitch

2. Mat in Twined Weaving
3. Work Basket in various Stitches

4. Mat in Cane
5. Bag of Rafia woven on String

6. Mat in Samoan Stitch

7. Basket in Fuegean Stitch

8. Tray in Pima Coil

9. Small Bottle covered in various Stitches

10. Basket in Peruvian Stitch



Section II

WILLOW AND CANE AND COILED BASKETS

BASKETMAKING is one of the oldest of the Crafts, and has been applied

to many purposes, including boats, bridges, cradles and vessels for

water. It is claimed for it that it precedes pottery, and that the earliest

pots were formed by pressing wet clay, mixed with sand, inside round baskets ;

these were used for braising corn, the method being to put glowing cinders

in with the corn and then to rapidly shake them together until the corn was

cooked. Such primitive pots with a wicker covering are still used by a South

American Indian tribe.

Basketmaking certainly was the predecessor of textile weaving.

The more one studies the subject the more one is impressed by the skiU

(both mechanical and artistic), the ingenuity, perseverance and patience

which these so-caUed " savages " show in their baskets : we may well take

a lesson from them in this, and endeavour to make our work in some measure

approach theirs in excellence and interest.

What is it that makes work interesting ? Is it not the revelation it gives

of Personality, that there we have a record of the character of the workers,

of their imagination and the passionate interest they take in their work, and

how worth while it was to them to do their very best in order to make their

work as perfect as possible ? And it was not only in the making of the basket,

but in the gathering of the materials that they showed such consummate
ability

;
they seem to have taken pains to find the very best and most suitable

material for the purpose. Here, too, we may take a leaf out of their book,

and those of us especially who five in country districts might gather not only

the materials known to be suitable, such as wiUow, ash or rushes ; but might

experiment with other branches, grasses and roots, and perhaps in this way
find that our own country has more resources of this kind than is at present

reahsed.

AU basket work may be classed as weaving, but it is convenient to divide

it into four groups, viz.. Mat, Web, Net and Coil weaving.

27
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The mat or splint weave is the simplest form of weaving for baskets,

and is done with materials of a flat, broad, thin type, such as grass, palm
leaf, or thin wooden spHnts ; it is exactly the same as darning in principle,

the sphnts interlacing over and under, both warp and weft being of the

same size and quaUty. Chip
baskets are made in this

weave (B 1 and B 2).

A modification of this

weave is used in caning

chairs, and for rush-seated

chairs.

Web weaving is really

only a variation of this, but
in this case the weaving is

done with a pliable weaveron
a more rigid warp. All cane

Fig. B 1. baskets come under this

heading.

In some cases, as for example the bag figure (B 3 and B 4) both warp
and weft are pliable, so there is no hard and fast rule.

The Net Weave. As
examples of this note the

round bag worked over braid

(Fig. B 6).

Fig. B 6 shows a very

pretty basket worked in

button-hole stitch over a

box hd. Make a chain as

you would in crochet and

fasten it round the lid,

across the narrow width,

then with a needle and rafia,

work a row of stitches into

the chain in buttonhole

stitch towards you in the

ordinary way. Next row
work over a narrow coloured

braid, then add a few rows of close work, and so on.

Figs. B 7, 8 and 9 also show stitches which may be used for bags.
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Fia. B 7.

Fig. B 8.

Fig. B 9.
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Splint " for baskets is thin splints or shavings of soft white wood of

varying widths and lengths, usually used for slight and cheap baskets for carry-

ing fruit. The method of weaving is so simple that no description is needful.

The important point is that the rims must be cut even and bound—either with

narrow bands of splint, both inside and out, or with strands of rushes laid on
and bound over with raffia, twine, or thin strips of splint. The splint may be

woven either diagonally or horizontally (B 1 and B 2). Wood splints must
be well soaked before using.

Fig. B 11.

Palm splints may be beautifully used for the above baskets, and if good
birch bark is to be got, it makes a fine, tough, strong material. If the spUnts

Fig. B 12.

are of a pliable nature the ends of the weavers may be turned in at the rims

of diagonally woven baskets, or inserted through holes pierced in the material,

and used as wrappings to bind the strips.

The common Great Rush (Juncus), of our Fen country, or its smaller

relatives found in marshy places everywhere, may be used with great effect
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in making plaited mats, bags and baskets, and also for rush-bottomed chairs.

These rushes must be gathered in July and dried in the dark, and before using

must be steeped for ten hours.

They are plaited in strands composed of several rushes—three or more

Fig. B 14. Fig. B 15.

to a strand, according to the variety of rush used. Very handsome floor

mats may be made of these rushes, by making large, thick, even plaits of them,

which are then sewn together either flat or edgewise (B 10) . The rushes may
be dyed and a good colour effect gained by using plaits of contrasting colours
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B 11, 12 and 13 show different types of plait. B 14 shows a square mat of

variously coloured plaits ; B 15 is a mat of similar plaits coiled and sewn
together as B 10.

Fig. B 16 shows a very useful

bag made in Norwich. The body of

the bag is one wide diagonal plait as

in B 13, the ends overlapping and
joined up behind the centre strap.

The straps are a 4-ply plait, and at

the part forming the handles, they

are bound over with leather.

The lid is formed of a 10-ply

plait edged with an 8-ply plait ; the

bottom is of 4-ply plait coiled round

to the required size.

Rush-bottomed Chair or

Seat. Tie a strand to the back

right-hand corner of the chair seat

1 " in Fig. B 17) ;
bring it over the

side rail, and then under and across to the left-hand corner at ''2 "—under

and over the side rail, under and over the back rail, and then carry it over

Fig. B 16.

Fig. B 17. Fig. B 18.

to the front rail, passing it under and over, and then under and over the

side rail 3." Pass it across to the right side under and over the side rail,
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under and over front rail "4." Continue this process, always passing the

rush under and over each rail in turn, and pressing the strands close to-

gether. Put a considerable twist on the rushes on top of the seat, and in

tying on a new rush, be sure the join does not come in the finished work
on the top of the seat, but underneath (B 18).

An expert worker does not tie on a new rush, but manages to insert it

into the strand as he twists it. The empty space between the top and bottom
layer of rush strands must be packed with waste rushes as the work goes on,

or the top surface will be liable to sag and break with wear.

Fig. B 19. Fig. B 20.

Seats may be woven of string, cord or any pliable, strong fibre instead of

rush, but the interior of the seat must always be packed with waste of its own
material.

B 19 shows a triangular chair seated with rush. The back is also covered

with it.

B 20 shows a rather more intricate variety of seat-weaving. The vertical

strands are simply wound closely and evenly from side to side, and when this

is done, the horizontal ones are laced across. The first line of weft goes over

three and under three all across. The weaver is then wrapped a second time

round the side spokes of the seat, both before and after taking it underneath.

This makes a space between the first line and the next set of three successive

weft threads, which follow each the same order, so that the finished effect is of

a strapping of sets of three weavers. The interweaving need not be done on

the under-side of the seat—or it may be made less intricate—but the space
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Fig. B 21.

between must be packed up fully to make the seat strong and comfortable.

All sorts of weaving patterns may be worked in this manner, and the making
and weaving of such stools

might be a most successful

exercise in a boys' class.

Cane Seating. Cane

Seated Chair.—Bore holes

J an inch from the inside

of the seat at intervals of

J an inch or rather more,

according to the size of the

cane to be used. The
holes must be big enough
to take six strands of cane.

Lace across from the front

to the back of the chair,

beginning at the centre

hole in front, and lacing to

the centre hole at the back

;

fix the ends of the cane

with a peg (a short length

Fill the space to the right with these ver-

Thendo the same, working from side to

of round cane answers admirably),

tical lacings, and then to the left.

^1
1

1! 1

>

-1

-1

-

MM
Fig, B 22. Fig. B 23.
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side horizontally, so that you have the whole space covered with a regular square

mesh (B 21). The third lacing repeats the first, so now you have two vertical

lacings with a horizontal one in between. At the fourth lacing, which is from

side to side again, you begin interlacing
;

taking your weaver first over the

top vertical weaver and under the bottom one ;
repeat in this order right

across the chair seat until you have a mesh of vertical and horizontal pairs,

interlacing as in diagram (B 22).

Many cane-seated chairs are done with this weave only, but a much more
beautiful and stronger seat is made by weaving diagonally across the mesh, the

diagonal canes crossing under and over in between the square interlacings

of the vertical and horizontal weave, as in diagram (B 23).

The first part of this chair weaving would make a fascinating exercise for

quite young children, done in raffia or string instead of cane, over small frame-

works of three-ply wood, and might be used for lids for boxes and baskets.

Stools made in the woodwork classes might be seated with either cane or rush.

Materials for Cane-Seating.—Cane is the long, reed-like stem of the

Rattan Palm. It is found in China, India, Ceylon and the Indian Archipelago.

The stem grows to a great length but seldom reaches more than an inch

in diameter.

The " numbered " cane for baskets mentioned in this book is the prepared

stem of this Palm.

The cane used for seating chairs is the outer bark of the rattan which

is stripped off the long stems in varying widths. The outer or right side has

a fine gloss on it.

Willow or Cane Basketry. This is the most common of all European

styles of basket work.

We wish very much that those who use this book as a help to basket-

making, may as far as possible gather and prepare their own material, and with
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a view to tnis we give an account of what has been accomphshed by a viUage
class in the neighbourhood of Glasgow.

At one time all gardeners' apprentices in Scotland were taught simple

basketmaldng, and one of these experts having been found, a class was formed.

Willows and ash trees are plentiful in the district, and the first work of the class

Fig. B 27. Fig. B 28.

was to gather and prepare the material. First year growths of willow and ash

are collected. They should be gathered during the early winter months
when the sap is out of them, for they are apt to shrivel and shrink too much if

gathered when in leaf. These are boiled for half an hour to loosen the bark and
then peeled. Each willow wand is then spHt into four by means of the simple

home-made little instrument Fig. B 24, the method being to make a transverse

cut in the thickest end of the withy ; start it with knife (Fig. B 25), then insert

the little tool and push it down the withy, thus dividing it evenly into four

(Fig. B 26). To clean these weavers and " even " them accurately another

Fig. B 29, Fig. B 30.

home-made tool is used (Fig. B 27), a spokeshave iron is fixed in a hard block of
wood, with grooves of different sizes cut in it ; the weavers are pulled through
the groove of the desired size.

There are no jerry-built baskets at this class so the first thing to prepare
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Fig. B 31,

is the strong ash ribs, which require patience. After the bark has been

removed they are spKt in two and trimmed with a sharp knife to a section

of a flattish oval (Fig. B 28). The handle and the rim are measured to fit a

shaping board (Fig. B 29), allowing at least 4 inches to overlap. The over-

lapping ends are trimmed off carefuUy so that the united thickness may be

that of the rest of the stave. All willows must be soaked and kept moist

while weaving.

The rim and handle are then soaked till they are phable, so that they

may be bent to fit into the grooves in the rim of the shaping board (Fig.

B 30) ; and they are tightly tied

into place by strings through

the holes in the board, and left

till dry and hardened into the

required shape. The pointed

ends of each overlap of the handle are fastened together now with small

nails, the ends of which are filed off (Fig. B 3 1 ) . Now attach the handle portion,

with overlapping join at the bottom, to the rectangular frame with a nail—not

too tightlyhammered
in. Then attach the

rim to the inside of

the handles at the

height required, with

the overlapping ends

crossing behind the

inside of the handle,

and fixed with fine

tacks like the handle.

Set in a temporary

nail again at each

end of the rim to fix

it into the rectangu-

lar framework shown
in Fig. B 32. Now
take the split willow

and bind the handle

to the rim in the

same manner as shown in the diagram, with a crosswise binding, twice

each way. Then begin to weave with split willows alternately over and under

rim and handle as shown, for about an inch around the centre. This must

Fig. B 32.
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be repeated at each side of the basket. Now set in the diagonal rib, sKpping

it under the weaving, with its trimmed ends against the handle or " midrib

at both sides. The middle of this diagonal rib should now fit tightly into

the angle of the frame. Now continue the weaving as before, including the

diagonals in the weaving tiU they are firmly held ; then add successively

the first horizontal ribs and the first vertical ribs, with their trimmed ends
resting against the diagonals. This process is repeated till the required

number of horizontal and vertical ribs are included.

The worker must contrive to fill in the necessary surface on the sides

of the basket with longer or shorter fines of weaving till they are so far fiUed

that the weaving of the ends and bottom of the basket can be done in long

continuous fines. This basket is vastly superior in strength and durabifity

to most of the cane baskets on the market, and is a creditable product, native

to this country and therefore one of the most desirable types of basket work
to encourage. The same general construction in various forms is found in

the different creels for fishery, peat carrying and many others.

Another basket made by this class is known as " Lover's Knot." It is

a very old form of basket and
quite unique, as it is held to-

gether by interlacings without
either spokes or weavers ; it

can be made very large for

carrying clothes, or quite small

for work or bread baskets.

Take eight sets of four—or

six—withies. For a basket 12

inches in diameter they must be
40 inches long, but the basket

may be much larger or much
smaller as the worker pleases.

Arrange the sets flat on the

table as in Diagram B 33, 2

over 1, 3 over 2—and so on,

keeping butt ends to the left

and the tops pointing outwards
to the right ; the butt ends

must be interlaced as shown in
the diagram, so that the whole eight sets lock together. When this is ac-
compHshed tie the crossings firmly with string as in B 34 and pass staj^s of
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string crossed in the centre,

to make the whole firm and
steady to work at.

Now begin interlacing as

in B 35. Take the top ends

of set No. 1—spoke by spoke

—beginning with the inner-

most or right-hand spoke,

pass each under set 2, in

front of 3, and behind 4

;

foUow this order with all the

eight sets, passing 7 behind

8 and over and under 2, while

set 8 goes behind 1 and over

2, and is set into the hole

behind 3.

You have now all the

top ends underneath the

basket, and all the sets are

Fig. B 34.

firmly locked together.

6 -m^
in here y/// 'v^

Fig. B 35.

While working keep

dipping the canes

into water to keep

them pliable.

Now the centre

strings maybe re-

moved. Press and
model the sides

gently upwards

from the outside

until the basket

assumes a basin

shape. Now turn

the basket wrong

side up, take the

tops of set 1 (Dia-

gram B 36), where

they come through

from the front, and
separate them into

two sets of three.
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Take the three on the inside of the coil and bring them singly round to the right

and insert them under No.

3 and out again over the

butt ends of No. 4—a paper

knife or flat blunt instrument

must be used to lever up set

3, under which they pass.

Then take the three outer

1 rods of No. 1, and pass

: them singly under No. 2 and

/ over butt end set 3. Pro-
' ceed round in this manner so

\\ -r<7 /\V

Fig. B 36. Fig. B 37.

that the three inner canes of set 2 pass under set 4 and out at butt No. 5, and

the outer canes of set 2 he beside the inner canes of No. 1.

After this the whole must be

tightened up by drawing the tops

through as far as possible till the

•centre of the basket is compara-

tively closely interlaced. After all

is set and dried the remaining ties

may be cut and the butt ends

neatly cut off with a transverse

cut so that they do not stick out,

or show on the right side, as B 37.

Fig. B 38 shows the finished

basket, which is one of the oldest

basket forms in the country, and
is the progenitor of much of the

Celtic interlaced pattern.

Carpet Beater. Take three

canes of Rattan No. 8, 12 feet yio, b 33
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long, and another of 4 feet, and one cane about J-inch thick and 2 feet 6 inches

long, for the middle shaft
;
copper wire will also be required for binding.

B 39. Take the three long canes and tie them together in the middle ;

now bend them round from the middle into a figure of 8, about 16 inches long,

tying firmly with string where they cross. The left-hand cane must pass

behind the right at the first tie and in front at the

second. Bring each end round now to the upper loop

of the figure 8, the left hand one passing behind the

loop—the right-hand one passing in front, but being

shpped through and catching up the left one as it

passes. Tie again at each crossing and pass each end

downwards in like manner behind and in front of the

lower loop of the " 8." You now have a smaU heart

shape passing through the figure 8, and a larger one

—inverted—which should be about 12 inches wide.

The two ends of the canes must now be passed down-
wards round the curve of the inverted heart and
turned inwards again on each side of the base of the

figure 8. The thick cane must now have about 6 ins.

at one end cut down to half its thickness, and this

thinned end must be laid over the lower crossing of the

figure 8, and the spare portion bound firmly on to the

main shaft with the copper wire for about an inch
;

then take the loose ends of the long canes and in-

clude them in the wrapping of wire, arranging the

canes so that three are at the back and three at the

front of the handle. After they have been wrapped a

httle way down , insert the ends of the 4-foot cane and
continue wrapping for about 2 inches down the shaft.

Now turri all the canes round the handle twice, and
wrap at the end with the wire. The 4-foot cane will

make a loop when it is doubled—to hang up the

beater. Another wrapping of wire should be made in

the middle of the handle.

Round Basket. To make a round basket take eight spokes of No. 4

cane, or of " tack " or "small " willow, 16 inches long, and one spoke of 8

inches, and weavers of No. 4 cane or spUt willows. It is necessary to soak the

rods in water for some hours before using to make them pliable.

Place four of the long spokes exactly in the middle, at right angles to the

Fig. B 39.
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other four (see Fig. B 40). Place the weaver under all the spokes, holding

it firmly in the left hand, then pass it over 4, under 4, over 4 and under

Fig. B 40. Fig. B 41.

4 to hold them in place, and then separate the spokes, passing the weaver

over and under each in turn as

in Fig. B 41. Be very particular

to do this evenly, as the beauty

and strength of the whole basket

depends on it.

It is now necessary to have

an uneven number of spokes, or

the weaver will come behind the

same spokes again in the next

round, and you want them to

alternate ; so when you have gone

Fig. B 42. Fig. B42a.
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once round insert the odd 8-inch long spoke as shown in Fig. B 42. Now
weave over and under alternate spokes, as in Fig. 42a ; this is called rand-

ing " (B 43).

When the base of the basket is about 6 inches across, soak it well and then

bend the spokes up in the direction you want to shape your basket, and weave
as before.

To fix in another weaver place it behind a spoke as in Fig. B 42a ; this will

hold it in place and in the next

round it will be firmly fixed.

It is well, when you begin the

side of a basket, to work a row
or two of " pairing "or " fitch

"

(Fig. B 43) ; to do this use two
weavers, crossing them over one

another between the spokes as in

Fig. B 43. This greatly strength-

ens the basket, and it should also

be done at the top before you
begin the border.

A quick way of weaving is

with two or more weavers and is

called " slewing " (see Fig. B 43).

Greater strength still is gained by
using " triple twist " or " waUng"
(Fig. B 43). This is only suitable

for large work.

A strong table mat can be

made, starting with pairs of spokes

instead of single ones, weaving as

in the previous example. When
the mat is about 4 inches across

add fresh spokes by pushing them between the

of every pair of spokes. In the next row
before, taking one new spoke with an old one, thus doubhng the number
of pairs of spokes and making a fan-Hke design in the weaving. When the

mat is nearly 8 inches across do a row of "pairing," or " fitcliing " between

every separate spoke, so that you again double the number ; then *' fitch
"

the reverse way and finish the mat by making close border No. 1 (Figs. B 44,

45, 46), or close border No. 2 (Figs. B 47, 48, 49, 50).

Fig. B 43.

weavers down each side

continue " randing " as
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Fig. B 44.

Closed Borders (Figs. B 44, 45 and 46). No. 1.—Allow for spokes

about 6 inches long, beyond the top of the basket. Take spoke A and pass

it behind No. 1 spoke to the left of it, before No. 2, and behind No. 3 ; take

spoke B, thread behind A, in front of No. 1, behind No. 2 ; take spoke C
and pass it behind B and before A
and behind No. 1 ; do not draw A,

B and C tight ; continue the border

in the same way with D, E, and the

following spokes, always placing

them behind, in front, and behind

the spokes to the left, but pull them
tight and down in front of the

basket. When all the spokes are

down but three, take the first of

these, bring it down behind the second and before the third and thread it

behind A. Two upright spokes are now left ; take the first of these and bring

it behind the second and before A and behind B. The remaining upright

spoke must be threaded be-

hind, before and behind A,

B and C. The ends are best

passed through to the back

before cutting them off, and
this should never be done

until they are dry and stiff.

Close Border No. 2

(Figs. B 47, 48, 49 and 50).

Cut all the spokes to the same length, then place spoke No. 1 behind spoke

No. 2, leaving enough space to pass another spoke under it (Fig. B 47) ;
place

spoke 2 behind spoke 3, and 3 behind 4 (Fig. B 47) ; take spoke 1 and bring

it in front of 2, and place it beside

spoke 3, beside the still upright spoke

4 (Fig. B 48). There is now a pair of

spokes behind No. 4 ; hold this pair

firmly under your thumb until the next

pair is down, keeping the longest spoke

to the right
;
pick up No. 2 and bring it in front of No. 4, and behind No. 5,

which is still upright, and bring No. 4 down beside it. This makes two pairs of

ends (B 49). Take the longest of the first pair and bring before No. 5 and
behind No. 6, still upright, then bring 5 down beside it. Continue to work
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in this way until all but one of the upright spokes have been used
;
you should

now have two pairs, and one upright spoke left to work : take the longest of the

first pair, place it behind spoke 1, and bring the last upright beside it. Now
you have just two pairs left. Take the longest of the first pair, place it in

2 3 4

Fig. B48.

3 4 S
Fig. B 49.

front of spoke 1, and out behind 2, and down. Then take the longest of the

last pair, place in front of spoke 2, and out behind 3 and down. Pull 1, 2

and 3 tight and pass all ends out to the back and cut them off (B 50)

.

Close Border No. 3 (Figs.

B 51, 52 and 53). This border is

worked Like No. 2, but as there are

more spokes turned down, there

are more pairs.

Turn down five spokes, placing

No. 1 behind No. 2, No. 2 behind

Fig. B51.

Fig. B 52. Fig. B 53.

No. 3, No. 3 behind No. 4, No. 4 behind No. 5, No. 5 behind No. 6 (Fig. B 51).

Carry No. 1 across the other five, and behind No. 7, bringing No. 6, which is still

standing, down beside it (Fig. B 52). Continue in this manner until you have

five pairs of spokes and one upright left. Take the longest spoke of the first
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of the five pairs and place it behind the remaining upright spoke and bring

it down beside it ; then lace in the longest of each of the remaining five pairs

of spokes in order until the border is finished. Pull the first five spokes tight,

push the ends through to the back and cut them off (Fig. B 53).

The Plait. To work this turn three spokes, 1, 2 and 3 (Fig. B 54)

do^vn on the outside of the brisket, slip your left hand under spoke 1, and hold

5 6 7

Fig. B 54. Fig. B 55.

down spokes 2 and 3 ; then bring spoke 1 up in a curve over the other two,

and between spokes 4 and 5 into the inside of the basket, and draw spoke 4

down outside the basket : repeat this with the 2nd, 3rd, 5th and Gth spokes.

Now take the first spoke from inside, and bring it down outside, beside spoke 6,

taking care not to draw it too tight (Fig. B 55).

Now begin to plait. Take the first spoke from

outside and place between the next two up-

right spokes
;
bring the first spoke from inside

Fig. B 50 Fio. B 57.

between the same two spokes on to the outside, so that the spoke from in-

side crosses the spoke from outside. Now draw the first upright spoke down
beside it ; continue doing this, always taking the first spoke from inside and

carrying it outside between the next two upright spokes, and the first out-
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Fig. B 58.

side spoke, and carrying it inside. When you begin to work with the double

spokes use them as one, and when you get to the triple spokes leave the

shortest turned down outside the

basket to be cut off afterwards.

When you have used all the upright

spokes you should have two sets of

double spokes inside and three of

triple spokes outside ; take three

twos out of the three threes and
pass them in order under the three

spokes that were first turned down

;

thread these through so as to finish

the plait (see Fig. B 56).

Round Base. Figs. B 57, 58

and 59 show a very strong base for

a basket, worked with double weav-

ers, or better still, willow.

Take twelve spokes of No. 4 cane,

6 inches or more long, and a long

weaver of No. 1 cane. Make a spht in the centre of six of the spokes long enough
to pass the other six through lying

flat, as in Fig. B 57 ; centre them
exactly. Double the weaver,

leaving one end several inches

longer than the other, pass the

doubled end over six of the split

spokes and bring the under end
over and the upper end under the

next six spokes as in pairing.

Repeat this for three rounds (Fig.

B 58). Now separate the spokes

into pairs and weave as before for

three rounds, when the spokes

must be singled (Fig. B 59).

Oblong Oval Base for

Basket or Mat—(B 60 and 61).

Take thirteen spokes of No. 4

cane or fine willow 5 inches long, and five spokes 12 inches long
;

spHt

the thirteen spokes as described in Fig. B 60, and thread the five spokes

Fig. B59.
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through them as shown in Fig. B 60, leaving half an inch between the

thirteen spokes except at each end, where two are shown close together

:

double the weaver, sHp

the doubled end over

two spokes (see Fig.

B 61) and begin to

weave alternately over

and under, taking two
spokes as one at the

ends (see Fig. 61).

Work once round the

mat with each end of
Fig. B go.

the weaver. In the next round

when you come to the five

threaded spokes, pair round

them with two weavers, taking

two, then one, then two. Then
continue rand weaving until

you come to the other end,

when you pair again, separa-

ting the five spokes into two
pairs and a single one in the

middle ; weave in the ordinary

way down the side, but when
. £ Fig. B 61.

you get to the nrst pair of

spokes, separate them, pairing in between. Continue this round the end,

separating all the nine spokes ; do the plain rand weaving down the

Fig. B 62. Fig. B 63.

side, and separate the nine end spokes with pairing. Now that the ends
are separated, continue rand weaving all round the mat, or base, with first
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one weaver and then the other. Keep the work lying flat on a table while it

is in progress. When it is the required size, the edge may be finished with

one of the cJose borders.

Figs. B 62 and 63 show an alternative method of starting an oval base

without piercing the side spokes.

Handles, and Methods of fixing them. Handle No. 1.—Push apiece

of No. 16 rattan cane or white wiUow rod down beside the centre side spoke
to the bottom of the basket, and a similar piece at the side of the spokes on

Fig. B 04 Fig. B 65. Fig. B 6G. Fig. B 67.

each side of the centre one. Cut them the length required for the handle, and
push the ends down in the same way on the opposite side of the basket. Thread

a flat weaver of cane round the centre handle rod, on the inside, just below
the border, and bring the long end to the front, leaving the short end about

4 inches long on the inside, then with the long end weave in and out round

the three rods forming the handle (Fig. B 64). When they come close to-

gether begin binding round all three ; whilst doing this catch in the short

end of weaver beside the centre handle rod. Bind round the whole arch of

the handle and finish the other side to correspond with the first, tucking

^^-^e end of the weaver firmly into the weaving of the basket.

Handle No. 2.—^Push a rod down each side of the centre side spoke, to

the bottom of the basket, cut it to the required length and push them down
in the same way on the opposite side ; now lace a flat weaver through below
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the border from the inside to the outside of the basket, and bind the rods with

a figure of eight—B 65—catching the short end of the weaver under the tie

on the inside of the handle.

Handle No. 3.—Push a strong rod between two centre side spokes of the

basket (B 67). Take eight fine

rods, pushing four of them

down, two on each side of the

centre rod—markedA in B 67
;

bind the other four round and

tuck them in, as shown in the

same figure ; now twist the

eight rods in regular order

round the centre one, forming

a twisted handle as shown in

Fig. B 67.

Different methods of covering handles are shown in B 68 and B 69,

and no doubt the ingenious worker will easily think of others.

COILED BASKETS
Lazy Squaw. This is the easiest and commonest of the coiled basket

weaves, and has the advantage of making very firm work ; it is also the

starting point of all the other weaves.

Table mats, trays and baskets of all sizes and shapes may be made in

this stitch. Patterns of fines, dots, stars, squares and triangles of another

colour are easily introduced. The materials which have been used in the

past for these coiled baskets are most varied, and differ with the cfimate.

In tropical countries the bamboo, which can be spHt into fibres of extreme

fineness, is very much used. Grasses, rushes and the bast of palm leaves

are also used, but for our purpose and because it is so easy to get and so

inexpensive, rafia, used by gardeners in tying up plants, is the best.

Rafia is the outer skin of the huge African palm tree, whose leaves are

often 50 feet long ; tliis outer covering, or " bast," of the leaf is stripped

off in strands, and comes to this country in bundles of various degrees of

fineness, and is used for weaving mats, etc. It is easily dyed or stained

in bright attractive colours, which gives an added charm to the work. Almost

any of the cheap dyes, such as " Dolly," or " Drummer," may be used.

As the starting of a piece of work is the main difficulty, it is well to do

a few rounds for the beginner, so that he or she may not be discouraged at

the outset.
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In addition to the rafia some rattan cane, used in basketmaking, is

required for a foundation, and a good strong rug or tapestry needle.

To start the work.

Soften the end of a piece of cane by
soaking it in water, and draw it up and
down over the sharp edge of a table. ^^M^i^/^^^MiCZZZZroU^
Choose a nice even strand of rafia

Fig. B 71.

Fig. B Fig. B 72.

and thread your needle with it. Lay the end of the rafia along the end of

the prepared cane towards the point, and wind it round towards you as in Figs.

Fig. B 73. Fio. B 74,

70 and 71. Then with the needle catch it into a tiny circle, putting the needle

through away from you as in Fig. 72. Now wind the strand of rafia towards

you round the loose end of cane, and then round again, passing it down through
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the little coil and drawing it tight : see Fig. 73. Repeat this until you have

gone right round once ; in the next round put your long stitch into the space

left between the long stitches of the previous coil as shown in Fig. 74.

As the circles increase in size the number of stitches must be increased,

and this is done by putting two long stitches into the same hole, as in Fig. 75.

To start a new strand of rafia. Do not fasten off your old strand, but

let it He along the cane ; take a few inches of the new one in your left hand
and hold it with the other along the cane, then wind round twice, make a

long stitch which will hold it firm, and continue your work ; as soon as a

strand gets raggy it is as well to start a new one. Keep the work flat, either

for a mat or the bottom of a basket, and this can only be done by introducing

a sufficient number of new stitches as shown in Fig. 75, and also being careful

not to pull the cane too tight.

To turn up the sides to form a basket, coil the cane, as you work it, on the

top of the preceding coil,

Peruvian Coll. This is a slight variation of the Lazy Squaw weave.

Start as in Figs. 70, 71 and 72, then wind your strand of rafia twice round

between the long stitches ; in the next row wrap it three times round, always

keeping your long stitch to the left of the preceding one as in Fig. 76. The
number of wrappings must be increased with each round or the effect of pattern

wiU not be attained : this effect may be increased by using two colours, one

for wrapping, and the other for the long stitch. Only the strand for the

long stitch requires a needle ; the wrapping may be done with fingers alone.

Lay the strand used for the long stitch along the cane and wrap the other

strand over it between the stitches.

TO START AN OVAL BASKET OR MAT.
Prepare the cane by soaking to make it thoroughly flexible, then bend

it as in Fig. 77 ; wind the rafia round, then bring it over one cane and
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under the other as in Fig. 77, but drawn closely as in Fig. 78. Next row work

as usual into the middle of the oval coil.

Fig. B 77. Fig. B 78.

Another variety of the Lazy Squaw stitch much used in West Africa

might be called the V Stitch.. It is a very effective stitch
; although it is not

suited to elaborate pattern design. Very pretty effects are obtained by using

bands of different colours.

Start as in Lazy Squaw, then put two stitches into the hole, winding the

rafia round the cane in between them as in Fig. 79.

Fig. B 79. Fig. B 80.

Nigerian. Another and perhaps the most beautiful variation of the Lazy

Squaw Stitch. To work this make a centre as in Lazy Squaw, then wind the

rafia once round the cane and make a long stitch, bringing the strand of rafia

out between the cane and foundation as shown in Fig. 80. Put the needle

through to the left as shown in the same figure ; this forms a knot : the

rafia is now at the back ; wind it round the loose cane just as in Lazy Squaw,

and then make a long stitch and knot as before ; to enlarge wind the rafia
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twice round the cane and make a new long stitch in the next round. This

stitch is very effective and is used in the basket shown in Plate V. It

looks very well used in bands, as an insertion between other weaves.

Fig. B 86 Fig. B 87.
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Samoan Stitch. This weave is very similar to the last. Begin in

exactly the same manner, but repeat the knotting process twice and wind

the rafia several times round the cane between the knot stitches ; this gives

an open-work effect shown in the mat (Plate V, No. 6).

To increase the size of the coil more turns of rafia must be made between

the knot stitches ; if they get too far apart and the work ceases to be firm,

make new long stitches at regular intervals.

Fig. B 88. Fig. B 89.

Fuegean Stitch is really button-hole stitch.

Start in the usual way (Figs. 70, 71, 72) ;
put the needle through the coil as

in Fig. 81, working from you, bring the thread round under the point of the

needle as shown in the same figure. In the next and succeeding rows work
into the loops thus made, as shown in Figs. 82 and 83.

Fig. B 90. Fig. B 91.

Pima Coil. The Pima Indians of Arizona have a distinctive and very beauti-

ful weave in which most elaborate and varied patterns may be worked out. The
coil is begun as in Lazy Squaw (Figs. 71, 72 and 73) ; when the true stitch may
be begun or it may be started as soon as the first round of the coil is made. It

is a figure of eight stitch ; the weaver is put through the coil away from the

worker, brought up between the coil and the loose end of cane, round that as
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in Figs. 84 and 85, and then through the coil again. One or two suggestions

for patterns are given (Figs. 86 and 87).

Fig. 88 is a simple arrangement

for spacing the coil for the found-

ation of pattern with threads.

Figs. 89 and 90 show Faggot

Stitch apphed to basket work. This

stitch is most suitable for introducing

as an insertion, or when both spokes

and weaver are of a pliable nature,

as in bags.

Twined Weaving. The In-

dians of Arizona do most beautiful

work in this weave, of which we give

two examples in Plate V.

Twined weaving is the most
intricate of all basket stitches

;
only

the simplest one is given here—viz.

plain twined weaving, over single

warps or spokes. This weaving has

a set of semi-rigid warp spokes as

in the cane basketry, but the weaver and the coil of the weft are both pUable.

In Fig. 91 the spokes are on the per-

pendicular, as this weave is suitable

for covering an oblong or square

surface as well as a circular coil.

The weft at the back is caught

by a turn of the weaver between

•each spoke, thus holding the weft

and the spoke firmly together ; each

successive hne of weaving should be

pressed firmly against the preceding

one so as to leave no spaces be-

tween.

The mat (Fig. 92) is worked in

exactly the same way, but in making

a round flat mat it is necessary to

add new rigid spokes as the circle

increases in size, another method of ^

0Y6R. "mt cotu

Fig. B 92.
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doing this is shown in Fig. 93. In order to fold the spoke it must be

steeped to make it phable.

In finishing the edge of a mat in this weave the spokes must be made

exceedingly phable, shaved thin and turned in and tucked behind the stitches

of the last round, and then sewn

over with the weaver in the op-

posite direction. This weaving

may be done by hand alone with-

out a needle.

This mat may be made of grass

or very fine splints of palm leaf or

rafia.

Fig. 94 is an example of a

simple coil with a grass founda-

tion. This kind of weave is to be

found in all parts of the world,

varying according to the amount of the foundation coil caught by the

needle ;
many different materials are used for the foundation coil : grass

is used in Fig. 94.

Start by making a small tight coil : using a few grass stems bound witb

rafia. In the second round catch up one or two grass stems with the needle

as shown in Fig. 94
;
always keep the binding stitch to the left of the one in

Fig. B 95. Fig. B 9G. Fig. B 97. Fig. B 98.

the preceding round, and by this means you get a spiral line of stitches binding

the coil, which is very attractive, especially if some brightly-dyed rafia is used
for a weaver. The binding stitch may be taken round all the strands of the

coil at once, in which case the stitches may be pushed close together and
completely cover the grass foundation (Figs, 95, 96),

6
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This stitch is very commonly found in what is known as " single rod

foundation. A single even rod, or cane, is used for the foundation instead of the

bundle of strands just described ; the weaver is some pHable substance such

as rafia. Twisted as in the basket in photograph this is very effective. The
stitches are here crowded close together so that the foundation is not visible.

Two rods can be used in the foundation coil (Figs. B 97, 98), in which

case only the top one is caught by the binding stitch and the central

foundation rod shows free in the spaces between the stitches.

AU materials for basket making in cane or rafia and their necessary

tools can be had from The Dryad Cane Works, St. Nicholas Street, Leicester.



Section III

NEEDLEWORK AND RUGS

IT
is in no way purposed in these suggestions to do more than introduce

craftswomen to the most simple beginnings of design in needlework ; such

design as even those who have no previous experience of pattern and draw-

ing can do ; and of such materials and technique as will give the least possible

labour, and the most striking possible effects.

We shall also limit these beginnings to articles made of the most homely

and inexpensive materials, of strong coarse texture—suitable for hard wear

and every-day use in Uving-rooms, not drawing-rooms.

The simplest of all subjects to give to a class of beginners in needlework is

what we call Needleweaving (N 1), ^^..^--"^

which is practically a glorified darn- py^^^'^f

ing (N 2). It is usuaUy done by ^ ^^'^'^'^ '"^ ^ ^

withdrawing the weft threads of

coarse materials and re-weaving in

blocks of vari-coloured threads—

•

borders and bands to act as decora-

tion. The weft threads are those

which pass across the width of

the material, and are usually easiest to withdraw, but if it suits the worker's

purpose, the warp, or lengthwise threads, may be withdrawn instead. Per-

haps the easiest material of all to treat in this way is the plain, so-called
*' cord carpeting "—such as is used for stair carpets—a plain-woven material

of hard wool. This material is woven in different widths, and can be most
beautifully decorated by simple borders at either end, forming hearth and
bedroom rugs. The method of stitchery is so simple that it requires but

little description, merely consisting of weaving together in groups the warp
threads which are left when the weft is withdrawn—into broad or narrow

Fig. N 1.

59
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sheaves—each of differing colours. Varying effects can be got by the different

number of threads Ufted at one stitch—^and diagonal effects can be got by

moving the blocks of coloured weaving in " steps and stairs " across the

borders. This stitchery is best of all suited to ordi-

nary knitting yarns, but it can equally be done in

rafia, string, cotton, linen or silk. A great deal of

beautiful and most minute work of this sort is

done in Armenia on finest lawn—in linen, or silk,

and even golden threads—but it has never been

done in strong coarse materials, save in Great Britain

during the last year or two. It is a very simple

and yet artistic and desirable fashion of treating

coarse materials—both easy and pleasing for the

worker, and exceedingly quickly done. Thread

ends may be fastened off quite invisibly by running

the needle up one of the columns of threads already

worked, and cutting the end off close, so that no

finish is visible. A fresh thread can either be run

along in the same way, or being put double through

the needle, the needle can be looped on to the

warp threads without any previous knotting or

fastening off. This mil ensure that the work may be the same on both sides

—a very desirable thing for rugs and carpets. It is a considerable improve-

ment if a strand of threads or narrow braid is laid along either edge of this

needlework border, and
buttonholed or couched

down, with another colour,

in some strong and very

firm thread ; this treat-

ment is also desirable if

the ends of such a rug be

fringed, as it prevents

fraying. Figs. N 1 and
N 2 in the illustrations

show this suggestion car-

ried out.

The number of colours introduced must, of couree, be left to the worker

to a great extent, but it is well not to have too many different ones—four or

five is usually sufficient. The blocks of colour must be so arranged that those

Fig. N 2.

Fig. N 3.
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most strongly contrasting with the bacJiground should be chiefly at the ends

and centre of a border—while those of a less conspicuous tone should be in

between the more salient repeats. This type of work is very suitable for

the borders of linen towels and table linen, done either in self-colour or har-

monious combinations of colour in washable dyes ; it wears infinitely longer

than the much used drawn-thread work, since it does not leave the fabric

weakened by the withdrawing of the threads.

A very effective means of decorating household hangings and linen with

very little labour is to combine cuttings and pieces of well-designed chintz and
printed fabrics with braids, and shght fines of boldly decorative stitching on

a background of plain material. A complete outfit for a room can be done

in this fashion with admirable results. It is essential, of course, that the

pattern on the print applied should be of a really high artistic quafity, other-

wise all labour at it seems ineffectual. Chequered materials also, and even

striped ones, can be very interestingly used in such things. Worsted skirt

braids, coloured cotton braids, and trimmings, bindings and tapes are all

possible to use in such arrangements. It is usuaUy best, in such a type of

work, to aim at bold contrasts of colour, rather than delicate harmonies.

Braids may be stitched on by fines of French knots, large hemming stitches,

cross stitches or couching in thick cotton or worsted yarns, stitched on with a

finer thread. Hems and seams can be decorated and strengthened with

these bindings, and arrangements of fringes and tassels can do much to adorn

the work with very fine effect and little labour.

The worker must bear in mind that the first essential is that the actual

construction of her work should be decorative, and beyond that, ornament

should not be over elaborate, and should be placed in positions where it will

best be seen. It is not necessary, for instance, to decorate the centre of a

table mat where a lamp or vase is almost certain to be placed.

In coloured needlework of any kind it is not necessary to introduce a

very great variety of stitches, the colour itself providing all the variety that

is needful. In self-coloured or white work, on the other hand, variety is

desirable, since in this instance the lack of colour variation calls for variety

of texture of surface. It must be treated, in fact, much fike a modelled bas-

refief.

It is very important to remember that there is no mystery about learning

stitches. This idea of its being a difficult craft has been circulated too freely

by our various schools of needlework, probably to provide to some extent an

excuse for their own existence. Fundamentally there are only some eight

or nine different stitches possible with the needle ; all others are simple elabora-
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tions and combinations of these. The foundation stitches—which supply

the " alphabet " of needlework—are as follows :—

1. Tacking or Basing Stitch (N 3a, N 3b, N 3c, N 3d). This is a

horizontal stitch, from which are derived the following : Running and Gather-

ing—s>nd the various stitches used in Surface darning and in darning proper

—aU arc merely longer or shorter stitches taking up more or less of the material.

Fig. N 6. Fig. N 7.

Fig. N 8. Fig. N 9.

2. Seaming (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7)—which is a vertical stitch worked usually

from right to left. From this are derived " Overcasting "—which is the same

stitch but worked from left to right. " Cross-stitch "—which combines both

seaming and overcasting. " Outline stitch, which is worked vertically upwards

and away from the worker. Back- stitching " (Fig. 8), which is pretty much
outhne stitch reversed in direction, being worked vertically towards the

worker, and leaving a longer stitch on the wrong side of the material than on

the right. " Split-stitch " (Fig. 9)—which is like outhne stitch, but instead of

bringing the needle up alongside the previous stitch, it is brought out through
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the actual thread itself, so that a narrow and very even Hne is produced.
" Couching " the same stitch used to fasten down a thread or strand of another

colour.

Fig. N 9a.

3. Hemming (Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14)—which is a diagonal stitch from

right to left. From this are derived herring-hone,'' ''oriental,'' ''basket'^

a,nd various combinations of horizontal and crosswise stitches.

Fig. N 10. Fig. N 11.

Fig. N 12. Fig. N 13.

Fig. N 14. ^ Fig. N 15.

4. Blanket and Buttonhole Stitches (Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22).

The developments and combinations possible with these stitches are legion,

and it is of these that most needle-point lace is made. Done on a large scale,
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with coarf e thread or wool it can be most effectively used to make firm borders

and bindings of other material laid on, and indeed its applications are almost

unUmited. Worked in a vertical direction towards the worker it becomes

16.

Fig. N 16.

Fig. N 17. Fig. N 18. Fig. N 19. Fig. N 20. Fig. N21.

" chain stitch,'*' or with open ends, " feather stitch.'' Worked horizontally, it

becomes " faggot stitch " or " veining," and can be used to link together two
edges of material in a very decorative manner.

Knot Stitches. ''Snail Stitch" (Fig. 23).

A knot is made over the horizontal line of thread

by inserting the needle above the line and bring-

ing it out below it and behind the loose thread.

French Knot. This is usually, but mistakenly,

worked with a comparatively fine thread twisted

many times round the needle and pulled into a

tight knot as the needle is inserted into the

material. These many twists are needless, and it

will be found that if a thick thread, or two finer

threads are used at once, the knot will be equally effective and much firmer

and neater (Figs. 24, a, b, and c).

Fig. N22.

Fig. N23.

To make very simple patterns for needlework there is no occasion for

the student to have previous practice in drawing and design. The simple
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application of an effective arrangement of stitches to the actual construction
of the piece of work gives the first essential. Next, some purely decorative
addition can be made with straight hnes drawn with a ruler, or if the material
be of coarse texture, merely drawn direct on it with needle and thread. It is

better in these straight fine designs to avoid diagonal fines of stitchery as far

as possible, as material is apt to stretch when sewn with diagonal fines, and
ifc is best at first to make the treatment of it as easy as possible. Simple
*' appfique " embroidery is admirably suited to this type of design. The lay-

ing on of square patches

and strappings of another

material covers the ground
rapidly, and in a most
satisfactory fashion. The
applied patches can either

be fixed on with button-

hole stitchery or narrow

lines of satin stitch, or

sometimes with two rows

of couching of a thicker

thread or strand of threads

on the top of the edge of

the patch. Care should be

taken that the patches

applied should be laid

with their warp and weft

threads running paraUel

with those of the ground-

woik, otherwise the appfique wiU not lie flat, but will tend to blister and rise

up from the background.

After designs of straight fines have been practised in various ways, the

circle may be introduced, using a compass, or any other round article to draw
round of a convenient size. This opens up unfimited scope for designing

flowers, for most flowers, when geometrically mapped out, are contrived in

circles (more or less true), or segments of circles. Later exercises in pattern

making should include simple leaf forms, and the development of these into

square masses, or circles, should give the student good opportunity to under-

stand composition. But above all, in learning to design pattern, the student

must avoid pictorial renderings of plant or other forms. Pictures are not

patterns, and the naturafistic and too pictorial and haphazard renderings

Fig. N2G.

Fig. N25.



Fig. N 27.
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of them should be avoided in all applications of pattern to household articles

and dress.

Descriptions of Needlework Diagrams. N 1. This is the end of

a bedside or hearth rug,

but the same treatment

can be equally well ap-

pHed to any heavy woven
material, so long as the

threads draw out easily.

Plain woven cord carpet-

ing for stairs and passages

is admirable for floor rugs,

but plain colours are, of

course , essential as a back-

ground. A heavy white

material made for the

foundation of thick Ameri-

can cloth is most admir-

able for working in this

way. It is known - as
" Heavy Duck," and can

be had from Messrs.

-Storey & Co., Lancaster.

Eirm and coarse roller

towelhng of Russian crash

makes beautiful "runners"

and toilet cloths when
treated in this way. The
work is very quickly done

a-nd is pleasant.and stimu-

lating. It is particularly

suited for people with poor

eyesight, since it involves

no strain. Good cord

carpets in plain colours Fig. n 28.

can be had from the Cord Carpet Co., Abingdon-on-Thames.

N 2. A bag for shopping or knitting. This can be made of either

carpet samples, or a firm piece of an ordinary sack. Several have been made
very nicely out of sand-bags. The sides of the bag are made of carpet bind-
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ing of a suitable colour, and the handle is of the game. Narrow woollen braids

and bindings are laid on with buttonhole stitching to make firm the edges of

open stitching and seams, in both these examples.

N 27. A runner of

I

,

runner

open canvas tissue decor-

ated with needleweaving

and darning and running

stitch. The hems are bound
with a narrow strip of silk

binding.

N 28. A bag decorated

with darning and running

stitch in red and blue on
unbleached crash. Edges

and turnings are fastened

by buttonhoUng and the

cord runs through latchets

of needle weaving. This

bag is particularly pleasing

and of great simplicity of

design.

N 29. A shoebag of

blue linen decorated with

worsted braid and simple

stitches.

N 30. A white linen

coUar decorated with run-

ning and blanket stitching

and tiny beads along the

hem.

N 31. A coat collar

contrived entirely of braids

—both worsted and silken

—which are fastened to-

gether with lines of couching,

chain or faggot stitching.

N 32. The end of a runner or toilet cloth of Russian crash decorated with

applied patches of blue linen finely hemmed on, and the narrow ends of the

patches edged with loop stitches. Borders of needleweaving in bright colours

Fig. N 29.
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TPiG, N 30.

Fig . N 31.
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connect the two patches, and a double hem of the blue hnen finishes the ends
of the runner. Cross stitches and Httle chequers of satin stitch are added
to the decoration.

Fig. N 36.
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N 33. This is another runner decorated with an applied patch of Hnen
with borders of coloured worsted braid or binding. The lines connecting

the centre application to the edge of the runner are in knot stitch, and are

terminated by tiny tassels in wool,

while larger tassels are added to hang

over the double hem of linen.

N 34. A runner decorated with

two bands of trimming or braid, with

diagonal lines in knotted stitch in

wool or thick cotton thread filled in

with darning.

N35, 36, 37, 38. A set of

hangings and covers for a room, de-

corated with appUed patches of cre-

tonne or other figured cotton or linen

material, and further worked with

strappings of braid and lines of

stitchery in wool and thick cotton

threads and tassels of the same. Note
that N 38 introduces the circle in

applique, while there is a suggestion

of plant form in the stitchery.

N 39. This tea-cosy is designed

in straight lines and circles and shows

a simple development of floral design

by means of simple stitches.

N 40. A cushion in blue linen

designed in circles and straight lines

with needle-weaving. The colouring

is in soft greys, pastel blues and jade

green. Flat glass beads are introduced.

N41. This is a portion of the

border of a curtain on a ground of

black hnen with applique of silk, cloth,

or linen in straight lines and circles

of tomato red, blue and yellow. The stitchery is in strong vivid colouring.

N 42, 43. Two more diagrams showing the introduction of figured

material in applique circles with borders and strappings of coloured braids,

sewn on with bold decorative stitchery.

i

Fig. N 37.
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N 44. End of a runner or mat designed with circles, in rows of chain

•stitching with darning and weaving in the centre. When embroidering con-

centric hnes of stitchery

in wools it is important to

use very slack stitches,

otherwise the material

will be gathered up into

bad creases and will not

lie flat.

N 45. A cushion on

a piece of old handwoven
blanket, which makes a

m.ost admirable back-

ground. This pattern is in

most vivid flame colour,

Tig. n 38. greens and blues, and

Fig. N 39.





Fig. N41.
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is carried out in couching, knot stitches, darning and rope stitches.

N 46. This curtain is almost entirely decorated with strappings and
interlacings of worsted braid in pale grey,

yellow, orange, green and blues, on a

background of strong emerald green, tas-

sels and hues of stitchery in coarse wools.

It has a border of loops of braid along the

top instead of curtain rings.

Fig. N 42. Fig. N43.

tions of printed chintz or linen—with strappings of braid. The nightdress bag

is here included as part of the decoration, and is buttoned up to the open

needle weaving above it.
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In teaching a class for this type of needlework it is very important to

impress upon it that no material is too common or homely to be made use

of, provided that it suits the purpose of the work.

A very great quantity of remnants of old and somewhat worn materials

of household or dress stuffs may be used with great effect, and in the case of

the piece of old blanket referred

to in Fig. 45, the worker found

an effective way to preserve ma-
terial that was woven by her

great-grandmother.

It is not advisable to use

thin and dehcate fabrics for

these bold and coarse types of

needlework. We are deahng
with only the more rapidly

achieved and boldly effective

way of treating materials, be-

cause these are the most stimu-

lating and encouraging types to

give to classes of workers who
take up this as a leisure craft,

and who may not be able to afford

great outlay for materials.

Brightness and cheeriness

in our houses can be greatly

helped by the colouring of the

fittings and coverings, both of

furniture and dress. Overalls,

pinafores and Httle coats can

be made of gay flowered wash-

ing materials decorated with

bands and hems of braids in

N 48 shows a portion of a collar of linen decorated with needle weaving

in flame, blue, yellow and red woollen stitchery.

N 49 shows an apron, cap and sleeves of chintz—very useful for

the housewife—as they do not readily show marks of soiHng. Aprons of this

type, in strongly contrasting bands of colour, have been used in most countries,

save our own, and are, economically and artistically, extremely success-

FiG. N 46.

plain strongly contrasting colours.
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ful, since they save labour in washing and are often very beautiful and
picturesque.

N 50, 51 and 52 are three suggestions for small table mats of linen, with

broad hems at either end, and narrow ones at each side. Each is about 12

X 8 inches—the first, on white hnen stitched with flax thread. The small

squares composing the trees are in vivid green, merely outUned with single

Fig. N47,

stitches ; inside each square is a knot of vivid cherry red. The broad hems
are stitched with bright blue, while the little flowers have leaves of green,

and knots of cherry colour at the top of each stalk.

N 51 is of light blue linen with needle-weaving at each end in white, pale

blue and deeper blue. The hems are finished with cross stitches of deeper

blue.

The consideration of a class for needlework should always be directed as
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far as possible to the object of saving household labour and expense. One of

the most expensive items—in labour at least—so far as washing is concerned,

is that of the table linen.

If, instead of using white linen tablecloths at meal times, we make a set

of small mats—one for each person—in white or coloured linen, with a larger

mat for the middle of the table, we can make for great saving in laundry

Fig. N48,

work, and at the same time we can have a pleasing variety of colour in our

table furnishing. Blue linen stitched with white, white with blue, green or

other gay stitches, make very successful schemes—or many colours may be

used—but they must be absolutely fast dyes to hght and boiUng. Messrs.

Clark & Co., Paisley, produce a large range of most beautiful cotton threads—

•

both very thick and fine ones. Messrs. Knox, of Kilbirnie, Renfrewshire,

are the makers of admirable linen threads both in white and colours. Quite
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young children can easily make these table mats, and if desired, a very econo-

mical table napkin can be

made to match, of narrow

linen towelling, diaper or

fine huckaback—about

18 inches wide and 27

inches long—with ends

embi:oidered. These are

far less expensive than

the square hnen napkins

woven of damask for the

purpose.

N 50, of green linen.

Under the broad hem is

inserted a worsted braid

of deep rich blue overlap-

ping another braid of pale

yellow, which again over-

laps one of white. The two

outer braids are finished

with tiny tassels of hnen

Fig. N49.

Fig. N 50. Fig. N 5]
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thread, in yellow and blue
;
blue, white and green flax thread is used to stitch

down the braids, which must first be very carefully tacked into place.

RUG-MAKING
Rug-making is a very simple and profitable craft for unskilled hands,

and there are various materials and methods in which to carry it out. The
homely rag carpet, with a little consideration of its design, and care in choice
of colours, can be made into a most artistic thing. This is, however, not
easily done if only old scraps of material are used. If there is a large quantity
of material of one or two harmonious colours available, well and good !—

•

otherwise, it is better to buy some material which will serve as a combining
element of colour, and to add to it such

Fig. N 53. Fig. N 54.

Perhaps the simplest way of using old material is to cut it into long

narrow strips, which are looped up with a hook, or a rugmaker's needle, through

the canvas backing, which must be previously stretched quite taut on a frame.

Many people use a backing of packsheet, but unless the strips of material are

thin, this makes difficult and heavy work for the hands. It is better to use

the open rug canvas for this purpose. Rug wools can also be used in this

manner. For almost all the more elementary forms of rug-making, by far

the best designs are those formed of straight lines—preferably vertical and
horizontal ones only—though diagonals may be introduced with good effect

if not overdone. It is always well to remember that the diagonal filUngs of

a rug give more trouble than vertical or horizontal fines, especially on more
open canvas, while curved lines are difficult to do successfully on either the

pack-sheet or open canvas. Some of the best effects are got by making borders

of varying colours, and by filling in the centres with plain quiet colours.
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crossed here and there by definite fines of contrasting more forcible colours.

A very admirable material for rug-making can be found in the cotton

and wool cheniUes which are the waste products of carpet factories. As a
large proportion of this is in mixed colours, it is not easy to plan any definite

patterns unless a quantity of plain

colour is used also. The usual

method of working this is identical

with the looped rag rug, but this

results in both an extravagant and
not very beautiful article. A far

finer artistic effect, and more eco-

nomical use of the material, is

achieved by simply stitching the

strand of chenille on to the canvas

backing as in Fig. 55, catching up
with the needle and strong finen

thread the woven portion of the

chenille strand. Figures 56 and 57 illustrate rugs done in this method.

The finished result of this kind of rug-making is an extremely deep pile,

and is very handsome and durable if due care has been taken over finishing off

Fig. N65.

Fig. N 5G. Fig. N 57.

the stitching. Ends of chenille should be inserted through the canvas, and

special care should be taken in accurate turning of the chenille when another

row is laid in place. The whole when finished must be lined.
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Figs. 58 and 59 show rugs which may be made either in chenille or in the

following manner :

—

A more orthodox and traditional form of rug-making is shown in 60 and

61. In this stitch the needle takes two successive back-stitches over two suc-

cessive threads of canvas,

and then is wrapped under

a piec3 of thin cardboard

or a flexible steel gauge,

such as a corset steel, which

must be as wide as the

depth of the pile desired.

After wrapping the wool

under this the two stitches

are repeated. Care must
be taken that the needle is

brought out between the

loose end of the wool and
the flexible gauge, when
the second back-stitch is

made. When the gauge is fully covered with stitches it may be sUpped out
and set further along the Kne of canvas. The loops may either be left as

Fig. N58.

Pig. N 59. Fig. N 60.

they are, or they may be cut so as to form a pile—as the gauge is sHpped out.

Very much more elaborate patterns can be carried out in this method of rug-

making than in the two previous ones.
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Fig. 60 shows this stitch worked both from left to right and from right

to left.

Fig. 62 shows another rug in Needleweaving (see also Figs. N 1 and 2,

pp. 59, GO).

Fig. N 61. Fig. N 62.

A very simple form of weaving can be undertaken by unskilled fingers,

with the Uttle loom shown in Fig. 63. This can be got for a few shillings

( 1

la

Fig. N 63.
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from the Dryad Cane Co., Leicester, and will weave strips of 4 inches in width,

and about 18 inches long.

Looms of greater width and length are shortly to be on the market. The
principle is very simple, the perforated wires of the " reed " or " heddle "

lifting or depressing the alternate threads of the warp so that the flat spool

on which the weft threads are wound may pass under or over each set in

succession.

Belts, hat bands and bags may be very quickly woven, especially if a

thick wool or cotton or rafia be used as the weft. If pattern is to be made
in the weaving it must be darned in with a bodkin, but stripes of any width

may be done with the spool.

CORD MAKING

In many articles of needlework it is necessary to use cords and draw-

strings, and to make these of suitable colours and materials can be a very great

economy for the worker.

To make a cord of wool, silk or cotton in one or two colours, take a length

of threads rather more than twice as long as the cord required and of about

half the desired thickness : tie them together at both ends and slip one end

over a convenient hook on the wall, or elsewhere, about four feet from the

ground. Slip a long pencil or heavy knitting kneedle through the strand at the

Fig. N C4. Fig. N 05.

other end. See that all the threads of the strand are equal in tension. Now
holding the strand of threads with forefinger and thumb of the left hand close

to the pencil, use the right hand to twirl the pencil downwards and away from

you so that the thread is rapidly spun round until it has so much twist on it

that with the slightest slackening it kinks (Fig. 64).

At this point double the strand while carefully holding it tightly, so that
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it does not slacken, and slip the end which was round the pencil on to the hook.

If a long cord is desired another person must hold it while it is doubled. Now
again slip the pencil into the doubled end of the strand and again whirl as

before, but in the opposite direction (Fig. 65). The cord will practically twist

itself if both sides are equal in tension. If two colours are desired, the strand

must be of two separate lengths, knotted in the middle before the cord is spun.

If a fuUer cord is wanted it can be folded in three lengths after the first spinning

instead of being merely doubled. Cords may be of any thickness.

The most important point in the work of a class in needlecraft is this,

that each worker shall make her own pattern, and shall not copy anything

out of books or from other people's work. In this way the class will be a

means of developing those inventive and ingenious faculties which have had,

of late, too little recognition among our women, who are usually too content

to go on as their mothers before them—gradually losing initiative, and merely

following the prescribed movements of fashion, as provided by the manufac-

turer—in their household affairs. Women have, quite as much as men, this

heritage of creative work in them, if it is not discouraged in early education and
then allowed to die away from disuse. To revive this, and put it into action,

is one of the healthiest and best things for our womankind—especially for

those whose lives are, for a considerable period, home-bound by the care of

children and household matters. A woman can—if she will—find in her own
mind a fountain of entertainment that never fails ; if she will set herself

free of traditions, and invent new things for herself and her family. In the

furnishing of the Tabernacle in the wilderness it was " those women who were

wise-hearted who made for it those embroideries and hangings of blue and
purple and scarlet, and who also sewed the wonderful veil of the Holy of Hohes
with its Cherubim—in wonderful colours. It is just as much possible for

our women of to-day to be wise-hearted, if they exercise to the full the wisdom
that is inherent in all, by developing it through their handiwork ; and surely

the finest incentive to this comes to each home-maker from the call to make
beautiful the home for those she loves—^and which should, to every woman,
be indeed her Holy of HoHes.

Materials in coloured linens, jutes and cottons can be had from The
Handicrafts, Kendal

;
rug wools of varying thickness from Hugh Mackay, Ltd.

,

Durham, and other wools from any good maker of knitting yarns ; linen

threads of unusual excellence from Messrs. Knox, Ltd., Falcon Mills, Kilbirnie,

Renfrewshire ; cotton threads of various qualities from Clark's Andur Mills,

Paisley ; and wool chenille from Archibald Stevenson, Burnbank, Hamilton.



Section IV

DECORATED WOOD-WORK

IT
has been the practice heretofore for manual classes to make a great

proportion of their exercises in the form of "specimens"; examples, for

instance, of different kinds of joints. These have seldom been applied to

any useful purpose—which necessarily must limit the interest and ingenuity

of the pupil.

We would urge upon teachers of such classes that to make for interest

and development of the student it is absolutely necessary that useful and
beautiful articles should be turned out, and we suggest that such articles

could be designed in the art classes of the school, carried out in the manual class,

and suitable decoration be applied to them in different art and craft classes,

this taking the place of the average somewhat uninteresting drawing lesson.

One of the best outlets for the elementary exercises in the manual classes

is that of making useful fitments and tools for the Idtchen. At the present

time the most artistic room in the home of the working man—and often also

of that of much richer men—^is the Idtchen, for in it all furnishings must of

necessity be for use only, and must also be kept clean and shining.

But these fittings might well be improved and made beautiful, so long

as the decoration does not render them unfit and unsuitable for their purpose.

Brightly coloured painting of simple pattern is a delight and a cheer to look

at. Simple additions of carving—a name, a date, or a favourite motto—give

a personal touch that the owner will value, and the homely towel rail or chair

may become a treasured heirloom if thought and careful craftsmanship be

appHed to it. Many very interesting improvements might be thought out

if our boys paid more attention to the conveniences of kitchen furnishings.

Revolving cupboards may be fitted out to contain shelves and hanging arrange-

ments for all the needful pans and tools
;
folding shelves or tables may be

fixed against the walls to be of great assistance to the housewife. The usual

clothes horse, for instance, is by no means so accommodating or so steady as
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that illustrated in Fig. 19, which is planned from one found in Holland, and

is a most satisfactory arrangement. For the more advanced exercises, boys

should make a point of constructing at least one really beautiful article

—as, for instance, a small chest or box, to be kept for his own use—and in

which to keep all important personal documents and papers. This should

be adorned with lettering and dates, and further decorated with suitable

colour, or designs in brass nails or strappings of metal. It would have a

growing value in his family as time went by, and would eventually be a source

of pride and interest to his children. For colouring the cheaper white woods,

the simplest and quickest process is to use powder colours mixed with glue

or size, or good varnish, or, more convenient still, with one of the many forms

of glue in tubes such as " seccotine " or " mendit." These mixtures dry

much more quickly than if oil is used, which is an advantage when floral

designs and patterns are made.

The various bronze, silver or gilt powders also look extremely well and can

be mixed in with varnish or shellac, or simply coated with them at the choice

of the worker. If backgrounds of dark colours are used, and hghter colours

painted on the top of them, the latter must be mixed with white, in order that

the colours show true against the background.

Gilt or bronze colours look admirable on dark backgrounds, and need no

body colour.

Indian ink makes a fine black stain for wood, and can have a suspicion

of gilt floated in to give

a richer effect. If using

gold or bronze as a

background, it is often

improved by a slight

addition of vermilion

or bright green floated

in
—

" accidental-wise
"

—here and there.

Wl. A Key Rack
and Labels. This

shows a treatment of

one of the simpler

exercises given to boys

in carpentry classes.

The soft wood is coloured with either oil paint, or powder colour mixed with

size—or a Httle fish-glue and water—and further decorated, after it is dried,
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with simple patterns and lettering in gilt or other bright colouring. The best

results in colouring are got by using a dark colour as background, with the

Fig. W 5a. Fig. W 6

pattern showing light against it. This, of course, demands opaque and not

-transparent paints for the purpose ; several coats of clear shellac or
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white varnish complete the decoration and give richness to the colouring.

W 2. The Teapot Stand. This would be best made of hard wood,

such as oak, ash or plane, and 16 inches by 8 by 1 would be a good propor-

tion. It is represented in the

figure with turned feet about
"

' "
.

.

1 inch high, but button

moulds would make capital

feet, or sections cut off brush

handles, and rounded at one

end would answer very well.

The decoration consists of

gouge cuts and punch marks.

A punch can easily be made
from an iron nail filed in cross 1

Fig. W 8.

grooves.

Should the stand be

made of oak, it would be best to oil it, and pohsh with beeswax and turpen-

tine
;

any of the prepared polishes
j

such as Ronuk, would do.

Fig. W 10. Fig. W 9.
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Fig. W 11.

W 3. A Mirror Frame. This is made of soft wood and painted with

bright colours prepared as described in Fig. W 1.

Colouring.—The outer framework black, the border round the mirror

scarlet with white flowers and green
leaves, the upper portion gold

ground with white, green, black

and scarlet decoration.

W 4. A Tray. This would
look very attractive with the tray

painted bottle green, the upper

part of zig-zag black, the lower

bright blue with a white or yellow

line, and the rim of the sides,

bright blue.

W5. The Stool or
•* Cracket." May be made in

hard or soft wood. The pattern on
the end either punched or made with gouge cuts, or cut in like scales, and the

surface of the scales treated

with gouge cuts (W 5a).

W 6. The Shoe Box
is made of pine and painted.

It is suggested that it would

look very well with a grey

ground, and red, black and

green in the floral design
;

the chequers on the edge of

the lid alternate red and

black ; the panel on the top,

black outhned with red and

white.

W 7 is a Bookstand
of very simple construction,

and might suitably be made
of soft wood, stained in two

shades of brown. It is fast-

ened together with brass-

headed nails, and the flower outlined with brass studs.

W 8, The * Cracket or Stool with the box andshding Hd, may be

Fig. W 12.
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made of oak or pine ; if the latter is used the chequers should be cut with a

gouge and filled in with colour, and the pattern outlined with a tool. The nail&

used in the construction are part of the decoration. Three colours only should

be used, and they might very well be different shades of the same colour.

In every case of painted decoration some varnish or polish should be used.

W 9. A Clothes-horse, as made in Holland. The two sides are

hinged at the top, and a little decoration might be introduced at the top of

the uprights.

W 10. A folding stool of turned wood, covered with fabric of woven
matting, canvas, or other home-made material, ornamented with woollen

tassels.

Fig. W 13.

W 11. The Towel Roller. This would look well either incised and

coloured, or painted. This alsoappUes to The Brush Rack (W 12). Note

what an attractive decoration is made by the monogram.

W 13. An Overmantel China Shelf. The front, sides and shelves

should be either oak or pine, and the back 2-ply wood or thin " cleading."

One would suggest staining it with sohgnum if pine is used, and when quite

dry, painting a simple design and the lettering. Or it could be incised and

coloured ; or again, if oak is used, it could be carved in some such simple way

as shown in W 14. If wooden pegs are used instead of nails, the effect is

most decorative.

W 15 and 16 show a strongly-made three-legged stool of convenient
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shape ; the decoration conld be of gouge cuts or paint, according to the nature

of the wood used, as in W 17.

W18. The Boot Cup-
board. Can be made any
convenient size ; the very

simple decoration is in bright

colours on a dull ground,

but it might also have a

Fig. W 15. Fig. W 16. Fig. W 17.

simple carved edge as suggested in W 14, but in this case it would be better to

use hard wood.

Fig. W 19.

W 19. A Wall Cupboard. Has the design outlined in gouge cuts

and the whole is stained in two colours, or two shades of the same colour.
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W 20. A Knife Box. Decorated with incised carvings, which could

all be done with a V tool and gouge. Note that the dovetails form part of the

decoration.

W 21. A Watch
or Clock Case, which

gives opportunity for

gaily coloured decoration

(for methods see W 1).

W 22. A Box. In

this again notice that the

dovetails form part of

the scheme of colour de-

coration. If made in yellow pine, a very good effect could be obtained by

X \ X X >^ X X. N^N^N^V

Fig. W 21.

Fig. W 23.

Fig. W 22.

staining it all over, not

too darkly, with Ste-

phens' Oak Stain (to get

a hght brown dilute it

with water) then when
quite dry, go over the

decoration with more of

the stain (drying between

each coat), until a good
contrast is obtained.

Finally, when quite dry,

poUsh with beeswax and

turpentine.
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An alternative method would be to paint the box creamy white, and
decorate with green hnes and white dots. This would be most pleasing

and cheerful.

W 23. A Small Chest. This is to be decorated with incised carving,

the panels stained brown, and the incised carving painted in colour. The
broad gouge cuts round the panels should be made very dark.

W 24. A Rush-seated Arm Chair. To be made of teak, oak, ash.

beech or any hard wood. Decoration—incised carving
;
polished by constant

rubbing with hnseed oil. For seat see Basket Work Section.

W 25. A Box. This is of very simple construction, and could be made
in very tliick wood, chamfered down the sides and held together by means of

thin copper, such as is used for stencil plates. These bands form a striped

decoration. The wood could be painted dark blue in between.

W 26. A Slipper Box. This would be very effectively decorated by
painting with green body colour, leaving the white parts of the design plain ;
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then fill in the panels and leaves of darker green, and the flowers red, and pick

out the construction lines with brass-headed studs.

Much may be done by boys in painted wooden toys of simple but good

construction. The British toy-making industry has so far, with few excep-

tions, shown little more than the crudest of productions, chiefly because it has

Fig. W 27.

failed to attract the attention of really good designers. To make toys of a

high artistic order need not entail much expenditure, but it demands most

careful consideration of the outlay in time, material and machinery, and these

are matters which manufacturers have not managed to combine with really

good design, and the poverty of ideas and lack of imagination shown in the

work is remarkable, and to be deplored.
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The time-honoured Noah's Ark might, however, be succeeded by many
interesting collections of similar toys. We show here, for instance, a " House

Fig. W 31. Fig. W 32. Fig. W 33.

painted, make an interesting collection. The four-legged animals are cut

in three pieces of flat wood, two side pieces giving Umbs and trunk, shghtly
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modelled with penknife cutting, and the centre piece giving tail, head and the

middle portions of the body. This should be of rather thicker wood than

the side pieces. The box to contain the set should be made Uke a little house

with a lid hinged on with strips of cloth or leather. Dyed loofahs, with one or

two immortelles, can be glued up the sides to represent creepers. (Figs. 27, 28.)

Fig. W 37.

We show also a set of farmyard fowls with a flat centre piece. The
side pieces are turned exactly Uke eggs, in one piece, which is halved length-

ways and each piece then glued into place. Gay colours are then appHed
with quick drying enamel paints. (Figs. 29, 30.)

A suggestion for turned and painted Chessmen is also given here. A slight

amount of knife cutting is required to model the figures, and the painting,

in combinations of black and gold for one set, and red and silver for the

other, with enrichments of other gay colours, should make a most attractive

collection of figures. (Figs. 31 to 36.)

The chessboard may be made of white wood (3 or 4-ply). The wedge-

shaped pattern of the border shghtly incised with a carving tool, and the round

flowers and chequers either painted or gilded with oil or water colour paint.
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If the latter is used the best medium is a shght amount of glue, size, or secco-

tine with opaque body colour and water. Metallic bronze and silver powder

can be used to give gold or silver chequers, and after all has been well polished

or varnished the effect will be extremely rich and fine in colour.



Section V
DECORATED LEATHER

PUNCHED and laced leather articles are easily put together, and can

be made with very little skill or expense out of materials of cheap quahty.

The only essentials are extreme care and exactitude in cutting and
measuring the leather, and in punching the holes in it. Both edges of the

leather, when lacing is to be done, must be laid together and kept in place

by means of pins or paper fasteners—the bent wire variety is best—^if pins are

used they must be put through the leather from front to back, so that the

points stand out behind. The points must not be run through a second time

or else the two plies of the material will not be flat, and it is essential that

the holes be punched so that when separated they shall exactly tally, which

any departure from the flatness of the two pieces when punching is being

done would prevent. Unless a punch with a very long arm be used, holes

must only be punched close to the edges of the leather, otherwise the leather

must be doubled and rucked up to enable the punch to make holes in the middle

of a large surface of material, and the material may be damaged. The leather

may be laced together with narrow strips of very thin suede or other pliable

leather, or it may be done with thick silk thread, or narrow braids in wool or

silk, either lacing the edges together with cross-stitch or buttonhoUng, or

overlapping the edges.

- The seams and hems of bags, etc., may be further enhanced by laying

a braid or strand of gold, silver, or silk along the edge of the leather, and
couching or buttonholing over it with the lacer. Much ingenuity may be exer-

cised in contriving tassels, buttons or other fastenings for such articles, and
in the arrangement of colour for strappings and braids and lacings. It is

important when making articles for personal wear to remember that the

lacings which may come in contact with the skin must be soft and Idndly to

the touch, or they will chafe badly.

100
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Hats, hoods, capes and muffs for motoring are well suited for carrying

out in leather, and give great scope for new ideas in both shape and decoration.

Modelled Leather. The pattern is first carefully planned on thin

tracing paper, and after laying the leather on a non-absorbent surface, such

as a sheet of glass or metal, it is well soaked in water. After this it should be

left a little while to dry sHghtly . The drawing is then laid on the leather, and
the pattern carefully impressed with a metal tool, in such places where it is

designed with lines. This tool must be sufficiently blunt not to cut through

the paper, but sharp enough to impress a firm, clear line ; a good agate style

will do.

Those portions of the design which are to act as background to the pattern

may now be beaten down with a fine punch. This will give the background

a darker, richer colour, and gives the remainirg pattern the appearance of

being slightly modelled in rehef.

Certain portions of the design may be deeply impressed with punches cut

into small squares, circles, hearts and other patterns. Very successful patterns

may be made up with repeated marks of a scale-shaped punch, forming a

sharp, semicircular fine.

Incised Leather. If a higher rehef is desired, the outline of the pattern

may be incised in thick leather with a very sharp knife, taking great care not

to cut deeply below the surface. The pattern may then be raised from behind

with the rounded end of a chasing hammer, and the hollows formed thereby

may be filled in with a little packing of sawdust mixed with rye-meal, or with

pads of cotton wool, well saturated with stiff well-boiled flour paste. A good

deal of trouble may be saved if a sheet of carbon paper be sHpped beneath

the leather when the design is traced on, so that it is easy to see at the back what
portions are to be modelled up from the wrong side.

Leather may also be slightly tinted with dyes or coloured inks and
gilding.

Such articles as have a stiff backing to the leather, which wiU prevent

it shrinking with the apphcation of heated tools, may also be treated with

gold toohng. Book bindings and leather covered boxes are admirably decor-

ated in this way. The leather must be carefully pasted to the wood or heavy

cardboard backing—its turnings very neatly pared and shaved away on the

wrong side with a sharp knife on a piece of plate glass or metal. This ensures

no lumpiness on the inside of the binding or box. The whole must then be

wet on the right side and weU pasted with strong flour paste on the wrong
side ; it is advisable to mix in this paste a few drops of oil of cloves, to prevent

moulding.
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Fig. l 2. Fig. L 4.
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The tracing is then laid on the leather, and impressed through with the

style and other punches, but in this instance the tools must be heated first,

before the impression is made ;
they must not be sufficiently hot to burn the

tracing, but must make a sharp deep impression.

After the design is thus " bHnd tooled," the whole of the impressed

device must be carefully gone over with a camel-hair brush dipped in white

of egg. This is, by binders, called " Glaire." After this is dry, a broad

palette knife is used to Hft a small portion of a sheet of gold leaf, and to lay

it over the design, bit by bit, first rubbing over the leather a slight amount
of vaseHne. The tools are then heated again, and the gold burnt on to the

impression of the design. The superfluous gold leaf is then rubbed off. This

work naturally is tedious and requires the greatest nicety of handhng and
much patience.

LI. A bag of suede in Venetian red, with lacings and straps of buff.

The ends of the straps are cut up into narrow fringes, and enclosed between

two heart-shaped pieces of red suede. There are tassels of buff fringe at the

corners of the bag.

L 2. A child's hood of green suede, laced with brown. This must
be cut in three pieces, and the punching of holes up the seams requires great

nicety in placing the two edges of the centre and side pieces so that they will

lie neatly together. A soft ribbon is suggested for the tie, as leather under

the chin is Hable to chafe.

L 3. A pocket or handbag, in blue suede stitched with bright green.

The latchet must be laced on first, before the back and front are put together,

and the strap must be laced on with the seam.

L 4. A cushion for motor, or fireside, of grey goat-skin, laced with

blue. The tassels and lacings may be either in thin leather or in very thick

linen thread, or some material that is not liable to hold the dust.

L 5. A hanging pocket or handbag of tooled leather, laced with leather

thongs. The tooling is extremely simple. The outlines of the square panel

can be done with the style, and the circles embossed by impressing the

wet surface of the leather with the end of a metal tube of the required size—
about J-inch in diameter. The darker ground of the panels is tooled over

with the head of a nail or other suitable punch for backgrounds. Note that

latchet and hand-straps must be laced into place before the sides of the bag

are laced together.

L 6. Portion of a belt in tooled leather. The pattern must be outlined

with the style, and the background worked over with a grounding tool ; round

and square dots must be done with the punch.
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Fig. L 6.
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L 7. A purse or tobacco pouch. This is a very old and pretty pattern,

still used in our own country, in the Lake District, and much found also in

Egypt and North Africa. The circular body of the bag is of the leather,

but is strengthened by the addition of the tooled strip which forms base and

Fig. L 8.

catches for opening. This is stitched on the bag with fine backstitches after

the tooling is done. Thongs of leather or silk cords make the draw-strings.

L 8 shows a rather interesting leather bag, with interlacing strappings,

which act as fasteners. These are laced in between the front flap (L 9)

9
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and the upper edge of the back of the bag (L 10). A large strong hook is

laced on to the back of the strapping portion (L 11) ; and the sides of the
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Fig. L 9. Fig. L 10. Fig. L 11

Fig. L 12.

bag laced together with leather over a skein of silk, wool, braid or strap of

leather of a contrasting colour. The whole is finished with tassels.
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L 12. To make a Laced Button. Place your lace or cord on the table

as shown in Fig. 12a, and carefully follow the different steps in the interlacing

as in B, c, D and e. When you get to the double lacing at F continue as

the arrow indicates, going under and over in the same order, side by side with

Fig. L 13.

the first lacing. When you have four or five repeated lacings draw up the

whole knot round a wooden button mould—hat-pin head—or other foundation,

and push the ends of the lace into the inside of the knot and cut them off.

L 13 shows screw heads shaped into useful punches by filing. The
worker can thus make his own punches at very Httle cost and trouble.

Leathers for all kinds of work and tools and studs may be had from

Messrs. G. E. Taylor and Son, 12 Colston Avenue, Bristol; Messrs. Russell

and Sons, Manufacturers, Hitchin ; and al^o from the Dryad Cane Works,

Leicester.
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Some Press Opinions
" This book should be left on a prominent shelf at every nursery school."

—

Manchester Guardian.

" Of the utmost practical value. . . . The second part is an altogether admirable exposition of

some of the most important aspects of child psychology, especially that involved in the building up
of ' character.'

"

—

Nation and Athenceum.

" For teachers who wish to prepare themselves for Nursery Schools, this book is well worth
reading, and there are mothers who could read it with much pleasure to themselves and profit to

their families."

—

Scottish Educational Journal.
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** The book is well and pleasantly written and provides much food for

thought."

—

Nursing Mirror,

*' A really valuable book for students and teachers.

—

Forum of Education.

** Dr. Reaney's concise, convincing and eminently serviceable presentation

of the philosophy and practical value of play."-—r/ie Child,

" This is an excellent book."

—

Scottish Educational Journal.

" The practical value of the book is enhanced by the description of games

suitable for various ages and conditions with which it concludes."

—

The Times

Literary Supplement.

" A masterly contribution to this important subject."

—

Teachers* World.
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